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ABSTRACT
Evaluation of an Anaesthesia Automated Record Keeping System: A Human Factors
Approach
by
TSE Man Kei
Master of Philosophy

Anaesthesia Information Management System (AIMS) is an automated record
keeping system that imports and stores patient’s vital signs information from a
physiological monitor in real-time. However, only a handful of studies have
examined the effect of automated record keeping system on anaesthetists’ cognitive
performance. Therefore, the current thesis aims to evaluate AIMS in terms of
anaesthetists’ attitude (Study 1) and its effect on their cognitive performance (Study
2).
Study 1, a questionnaire study examined anaesthetists’ trust and acceptance of
AIMS. Forty-two anaesthetists at Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH) and Po Oi hospitals
(POH) have completed a self-reported questionnaire. Results found that anaesthetists
generally adopted a positive attitude toward AIMS. They exhibited a high level of
trust and acceptance of AIMS. Also, they perceived AIMS as highly useful and
relevant to their job.

Study 2, a simulation study compared AIMS with manual record keeping on
anaesthetists’ vigilance, situation awareness (SA) and mental workload. 20
anaesthetists at TMH were randomly assigned to two conditions: (1) AIMS and (2)
Manual. Each participant received a 45-minute scenario in a full-scale simulation.
Participants were asked to take over a case of general anaesthesia and perform record
keeping. Results showed that AIMS did not impair anaesthetists’ vigilance and SA.
In addition, it reduced anaesthetists’ mental workload and enabled them to spend less
time on record keeping task.


The current thesis provides an evaluation of AIMS by using a human factors
approach. It contributes to the understanding on the effect of AIMS on anaesthetist’
in terms of attitude and cognitive performance. Based on the evaluation, we generate
some recommendation for designers and hospitals to address the limitation of AIMS
in interface designs and to increase anaesthetists’ acceptance of AIMS. 
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Notes on the structure and terminologies of the thesis
The current thesis begins with an introduction of several concepts pertaining to
the relation between automation, human factors and anaesthesia. Next, the thesis is
divided into two studies: Study 1 and Study 2.
Study 1 is a questionnaire study that examined anaesthetist’ attitude on ACIS
(Anaesthesia Clinical Information System). Study 2 is a simulation study that
investigate the effect of AIMS (Anaesthesia Information Management System) on
anaesthetists’ cognitive performance in terms of vigilance, SA and mental workload.
Both acronyms ACIS and AIMS refer to the information management system in
anaesthesia with automated record keeping functionality. AIMS has been widely
used in the literature while ACIS is the name as understood by the clinicians in Tuen
Mun Hospital (the partner hospital of this thesis). “ACIS” was used in reporting
Study 1 while “AIMS” was used in the remaining part of the thesis. Both studies
were described with details individually, from literature review to method, result,
discussion and conclusion. Finally, the two studies were grouped and generated to
give a fuller picture of the evaluation of AIMS.
A full paper based on part of the findings in Study 2 has been accepted by the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual meeting 2018 and will be published
as Extended Abstract in the Proceeding.
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1. Introduction
This chapter begins with an overview of the interaction between human and
technology in healthcare and then narrows down into a review of an anaesthesia
automated record keeping system.
Automation and information technology in healthcare
With the advancement in technology, automation have been increasingly applied
in healthcare information technologies to help with clinician’s work. Some tasks that
are traditionally performed by clinician has been automated by technologies. The
tasks vary from physical tasks (e.g. record keeping a record) to cognitive tasks (e.g.
detection information or decision making). For example, automated record keeping
system (which is the focus of the current thesis) can free anaesthetists from manual
record keeping task and allow the patient’s vital signs being automatically imported
from monitoring system. Besides, some automated systems can support an automatic
detection of abnormality based on patient’s medical image. Also, auditory alarms in
operating theatre are also an automated system that can automatically provide a realtime auditory signal to anaesthetists when patient’s vital signs are unstable.
Healthcare information technologies have been suggested to improve medical care
by increasing clinician’s adherence to guidelines, enhancing disease surveillance and
reducing medication errors (Chaudhry et al., 2006).
While the benefit of healthcare information technology is embraced by most of the
studies in the literature, however, some researchers hold a more conservative
approach toward the rapid increase in adoption of technology. Deshur & Levine
(2017) suggested that people should stay alert in the age of technology. They pointed
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out that:
“There can be no doubt about the dramatic safety improvements that technology
has brought to medicine, and anaesthesia in particular. We may be at a
crossroads, however, where technology is implemented just because it is
available rather than providing additional value.”
This quote illustrates the importance on evaluating how a system can truly
benefit clinicians. Because sometime technology does not only fail to provide
additional value, but turns into the opposite – predispose people to commit errors.
This notion was supported by Ash, Berg & Coiera ’s (2004) study who have argued
that the use of information technology may unintendedly lead to medical error. They
conducted a qualitative study to interpret the risk on clinicians when the information
technology did not fit into their work. They suggested that clinicians may easily
commit errors when the system interface was poorly designed, which took physicians
to spend extra time to find out the essential information from the system. Also,
sometime the use of information technology reduced the interaction among
physicians, nurses and pharmacy which may result in insufficient communication in
a team.
Ash et al ’s study implied that there was a tradeoff in the use of information
technology in healthcare---- clinician’s performance sometimes may be compromised
and in turn threaten patient safety. Therefore, it is crucial for researchers and
clinicians to understand the effect of using information technology on clinician’s
performance to prevent any unfavorable outcomes. In fact, human-machine
interaction has long been a topic of interest in human factors research.
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Human factors in healthcare
Human factors is a scientific discipline that study interactions between humans
and system. The goal of human factors is to increase human productivity and
proactively reduce human errors. Human factors specialists emphasize the
importance of a user-friendly system. A system should have accounted for the
human’s ability and limitations so that the performance of human and system can be
optimized. Human factors was first applied in aviation and was extended to nuclear
power industries. It has been contributed to the aviation safety by identify the safety
hazards and develop feasible solutions accordingly.
However, the incorporation of human factors in healthcare has been slow
(Gurses, Ozok & Pronovost, 2011). Gurses et al (2011) call for an integration of
human factors principle in health care in order to improve patient safety. They
suggested that healthcare organization can proactively reduce safety risk by working
with human factors specialists, who can test with the usability of new technology and
identify the causes of communication breakdowns between surgical teams. After the
cause of problems are identified, solution can be developed corresponding to the
problem, for example, improving the design of shared display may help improve the
communication among surgical teams.
The application of human factors principle in healthcare has been shown to
effectively improve patient safety. Gurses et al (2011) reported that there was a
dramatically decrease in central line-associated bloodstream infections in ICU after
applying human factors principle. For example, the use of checklist can specify a
standard for clinicians ‘s action. Also, the introduction of central line cart allowed the
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care providers to easily comply with insertion guidelines and assess the essentials
supplies when performing patient care-related tasks.
Characteristics of anaesthesia
Anaesthesia is selected in the current study because its characteristics create a
particularly high challenge to human performance, and hence human performance
can easily be compromised. The goal of anaesthesia is to ensure patients with a
temporary loss of consciousness (hypnosis), lack of sensation(analgesia) and muscle
relaxation when undergoing operators or surgeries. The main tasks of anaesthetists
are to administer anaesthetics, ventilate patients and keep patient’s vital signs stable.
The administration of general anaesthesia can be divided into three phases, including
induction, maintenance, and emergence. Induction of anaesthesia refers to the
transition from an awake to an anaesthetized state. (“An introduction to anaesthesia”,
2013) Anaesthetists are required to induce anaesthetic agent and gases to patient and
perform intubation and ventilating the patients. During maintenance phases,
anaesthetists need to keep patient stable and unconscious by perform continuous
monitoring on patient’s real-time physiological variables. In contrast to induction,
emergence refers to the transition from anaesthetized state to awake state.
Anaesthetists need to restore patient’s function and breathing by extubating.
Anaesthesia has been identified as a field which is highly dynamic, complex, risky
and subject to high information load (Gaba, Howard, & Small, 1995)/Kadry et al
(2012) even pointed out that there was no other clinical setting like anaesthesia
which involves an abundance of physiologic and pharmacologic data collected from
minute-to-minute/Furthermore, anaesthetists’ workload can fluctuate a lot. Zhang et
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al., (2002) has explained how anaesthetists’ workload fluctuate across three phases.
During induction and emergence, anaesthetists’ workload is high because they need
to perform multiple-task concurrently, including performing procedures that requires
fine motor skills (e.g. intubation), delivering anaesthetic gases, ventilating the
patients,

monitoring nearly 32 real-time variables and also keep an intraoperative

record (Zhang et al., 2002). In addition, patient’s response to anaesthesia can change
in a very dynamic manner which requires anaesthetists’ to stay highly alert.
However, during maintenance phase, anaesthetists’workload is relatively low and
the task demand is infrequent. 3Weinger, Herndon & Gaba,1997). Some task analysis
even suggested that anaesthetists were ‘idle” for about 40% of uneventful operation.
“idle” period refers to the time when anaesthetist was not involved in any actual
physical activity (Drui, Behm, & Martin, 1973). In addition, maintenance phase is
also described as having “hours of boredom punctuated by moments of terror”(Slagle
& Weinger, 2009). It refers to a situation when the intraoperative anaesthesia is
uneventful, anaesthetist may experience boredom during the long and continuous
monitoring. But once problems occur in patients, anaesthetist may get caught
unprepared for the terror.
The fluctuating characteristics of anaesthesia may hinder human performance
because humans are not good at performing tasks under too low workload or too high
workload condition (Wright, Taekman, & Endsley, 2004). Too low workload will be
associated with a low arousal state and may impair human’s ability to remain alertness.
However, too high workload may spare human with limited resources to maintain
awareness. Therefore, the characteristic of anaesthesia may hinder human performance
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and even predispose humans to committing errors.
Human error and anaesthesia mishaps
Previous incident reports indicated that anaesthesia-related incidents happened in
20% of all surgeries, with 25% of them resulted in significant danger to patients
(Gaba, 1994). Human error was suggested as the major reason for the occurrence of
anaesthetic mishaps (Weinger & Smith, 1993). DeAnda and Gaba (1990) have
studied unplanned incident in a comprehensive anaesthesia simulation environment.
They have documented more than 132 unplanned incidents and found that human
error explained 86% of the incidents. They concluded that human error was the most
frequent cause of incidents in anaesthesia.
However, Schulz, Endsley, Kochs, Gelb and Wagner (2013) argued that attributing
the incident to “human error” was misleading. Because the root cause of anaesthesia
incidents is usually some systemic factors in which anaesthetists can hardly control,
for example, poorly designed interfaces of system (Weinger & Smith, 1993). Instead
of being the cause of the incident, human operator was merely “the final participant
in dealing with the inherent problem in technologies” (Schulz et al., 2013).
Therefore, it underscores the importance of understanding how technology affect
human performance. In current study, the system being addressed is an automated
system that is used for anaesthesia intraoperative record keeping.
Anaesthesia intraoperative record keeping
Anaesthesia record keeping began in the 1890s. The objective of anaesthesia
record keeping is to document a patient’s response to anaesthesia and operation,
including the procedure, patient’s physiological variables, key events and medication
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administration throughout the intraoperative period (Kadry et al., 2012). Patient’s
physiological variables are referred to as vital signs, including pulse oximetry, blood
pressure and heart rate etc.
In the past, anaesthetists were required to manually keep a longitudinal record
of patient’s vital signs and medication administration on a paper anaesthesia record.
Figure 1 showed the manual anaesthesia record adopted by TMH (which was the
sample of manual record used in simulation and do not involve information of real
patients).

Figure 1. The manual record adopted by TMH
Anaesthetists generally spent approximately 10 to 15 percent of the total case
time on manual record keeping (Weinger et al., 1997). However, handwritten record
keeping was found to have a number of limitations (Kadry et al., 2012).First, the
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record may be inaccurate due to anaesthetists’ recall bias. Because when
anaesthetists engaged with patient-care task, they cannot write down the vital signs
simultaneously. After they finish patient-care task and resume record keeping, they
might not be able to recall the previous vital signs. The recall bias in turn result in a
low accuracy and completeness of record. Second, anaesthetists could not make a
quick diagnosis on patient’s problem because the physiological data trends are not
readily accessible. There may be a gap in physiological data trends when
anaesthetists are not able to perform record keeping. When incident occur,
anaesthetists could not trace back to the patient’s vital signs a few minute ago and
identify the cause of the problem. It may in turn delay the time of a proper treatment.
Third, the record was subjected to the difference in handwriting of anaesthetists, in
which some of them were illegible and difficult to read.
Review on Anaesthesia Information Management System (AIMS).
In view of the limitation of paper anaesthesia record, automated anaesthesia record
keeping was utilized since the 1970s with the aims to aid anaesthetists’ work. It
allows the patient’s vital signs automatically imported from physiological monitor to
generate a longitudinal record.
In the following sections, we have reviewed different studies that have studied
automated record keeping. However, different terminologies were used in their
studies. Despite the different terminologies used, they were all refer to automated
anaesthesia record keeping. Table 1 listed the different terminologies used by
previous studies that are reviewed in the later session of thesis.
Table 1
Terminologies used for automated record keeping
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Study

Terminologies used

Allard, Dzwonczyk, Yablok, Block &

Automatic Anaesthesia Record Keeper

McDonald (1995)

(AARK)

Weinger et al.(1997).

Electronic Anaesthesia Record Keeping
(EARK)

Noel (1986)

Computerized Anaesthesia Record

Loeb (1995)

Electronic record keeper

In the 1980s, Anaesthesia Information Management Systems (AIMS) was
developed. The core of AIMS is the automated anaesthesia record. Patients’ real time
physiological variables, such as arterial blood pressure, pulse oximetry and end-tidal
gas concentrations, can be automatically imported from the physiological monitor
throughout anaesthesia. But some information still requires anaesthetists’ manual input
such as the dosage and name of medication have been administered.
AIMS is not a stand-alone system that only provides automated record
keeping. Rather, it interfaces with multiple systems, which can incorporate other
anaesthesia-related data from hospital database, such as laboratory, pharmacy and
scheduling systems (Kadry et al., 2012). In operating theatre, AIMS is connected
with an anaesthetic gas machine (i.e. a system that displays patients information in
ventilation) and a physiological monitor (i.e. a system displays patient’s vital signs
parameter) to incorporate an anaesthesia workstation. Figure 2a gives an overview of
AIMS in anaesthesia workstation and 1b showed the interface of AIMS (which was
taken during a simulation session and do not involve information of real patients). In
the interface of AIMS, the upper panel displays the information on medication used
in patients, such as the type and the dosage of anaesthetic agents. The lower panel
displays the information on different vital signs of a patient throughout the operation.
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The vital signs will be updated from the physiological monitor in real time.
Anaesthesia workstation

AIMS

Anesthetic gas machine

Physiological monitor

Figure 2a: An overview of AIMS in anaesthesia workstations

Figure 2b: The interface of AIMS adopted by TMH and POH
Adoption in hospitals. In U.S., AIMS has not been widely used in anaesthesia
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residency programs until 2000s (Halbeis, Epstein, Macario, Pearl & Grunwald,
2008). There was only 5% adoption of AIMS in 2006. After 2007, the adoption rate
of AIMS was sharply increased to 16%. The trend of increasing adoption of AIMS in
residency programs was observed in past decade. According to the most updated
survey on the AIMS adoption that done in 2013, 67% academic anaesthesia
department in U.S. are currently using AIMS. Stol, Ehrenfeld and Epstein (2014)
further predicted that more than 84% of anaesthesia residency programs will use
AIMS between 2018 and 2020. In Europe, the adoption rate of AIMS is relatively
lower. A survey done in 2010 indicated that there were up to 15% of universityaffiliated hospitals that have already installed AIMS (Balust, Halbeis &Macario,
2010) Financial and resource constraints have been identified as one of the barriers
to the adoption of AIMS.
In Hong Kong, no previous studies have collected the data on the adoption rate of
AIMS in all public hospitals. It is noted that TMH and POH, as two of the public
hospitals in Hong Kong, are currently implementing AIMS in operating room. TMH
have implemented AIMS since 2011(i.e. no upgrades have been made to the software
of AIMS throughput this seven years). POH has also implemented AIMS for five to
six years. The use of AIMS is mandatory for anaesthetists in both hospitals. Both
POH and TMH are using the same model of AIMS in operating room.
Benefits of AIMS. The most remarkable benefit of AIMS is to free anaesthetists
from the manual record keeping time and allow anaesthetists to have a readily access
to patient’s physiological trends (Kadry et al, 2012). Also, it provides a more
accurate and complete anaesthesia record compared to handwritten record. In terms
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of record completeness, Edwards et al. (2013) retrospectively compared AIMS with
handwritten record in record completeness. Result showed that AIMS have a higher
overall completion rates than handwritten records, even for the items that need to be
manually entered in AIMS.
In addition to record quality, the contribution of AIMS to patient care is also
embraced by many researchers. Across past few years, the role of (AIMS) have
already switched from a simple electronic record keepers to a system that can
provide feedback and suggestions to anaesthetists (Epstein, Dexter, & Patel, 2015).
For example, AIMS can improve quality of care by providing anaesthetic
management recommendation and supporting clinical decision. Junger et al. (2001)
suggested that the data in AIMS can be useful in automated risk calculation for
Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) and provide suggestions for anaesthetic
management. Also, Wax et al. (2007) proposed that AIMS can enhance anaesthetists’
compliance to guideline by incorporate an electronic reminder. Furthermore, Frank et
al (2013) added that AIMS can be useful in determining the preoperative blood
orders and reduce any unnecessary blood order, which can facilitate the process of
blood ordering. Finally, Nair et al., (2014) suggested that AIMS-based clinical
decision support system based on the arterial blood pressure allowed anaesthetists to
have a better management on hypotension.
To summarize, the adoption of AIMS has been increasing. A full implementation
of AIMS is expected in U.S. in next few years. There has been a large body of
literature showing the advantage of AIMS, particularly to anaesthesia record quality
and quality of care.
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2. Problem statement
While more information technology has been introduced to healthcare, however,
human factors researchers (e.g. Ash et al., 2004) pointed out that using automated
system to aid clinician’s work sometime backfire when the system does not fit in
clinician’s work. Some automated system may undermine clinician’s performance
and in turn threaten patient safety. To prevent any unfavorable outcome, it is critical
to understand how automation interact with human performance. Therefore, the
rationale of the current thesis is to investigate how the usage of automated system
affect anaesthetists’ performance.
Anaesthesia is selected as the field of the study because of its fluctuating and
complex characteristics. And we focus on the automated system (i.e. AIMS) that is
used for anaesthesia intraoperative record keeping. There has been a large body of
literature examining the benefit of AIMS, but the effect of AIMS on anaesthetists’
cognitive performance only received limited attention. Although previous researchers
have studied the effect of automated record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance, they
have produced mixed findings and were subjected to several limitations. In addition
to vigilance, situation awareness (SA) and mental workload are two other cognitive
constructs that have been widely addressed in human factors research, which are also
critical to anaesthetist for maintaining performance. However, no previous research
have attempted to examine how AIMS affect anaesthetists’ SA and mental workload.
Therefore, there is a gap in understanding the impact of AIMS on anaesthetists’
cognitive performance in terms of vigilance, SA and mental workload.
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To address the literature gap, the current thesis aims to compare the effect of
AIMS with manual record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance, situation awareness
and mental workload in a simulation study (Study 2). Moreover, a questionnaire
study was conducted to examine anaesthetists’ trust and acceptance of AIMS (Study
1) in two local hospitals, namely Tuen Mun Hospital and Po Oi hospital.
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3. Study 1: A questionnaire study
Overview
Study 1 is a questionnaire study that examined anaesthetists’ attitude towards
ACIS in two parts: (1) Trust on ACIS and (2) acceptance of ACIS. These two
constructs are selected based on two reasons.
First, both “trust” and “acceptance” are important to predict the usage of ACIS.
Although the use of ACIS is mandatory at TMH, anaesthetists’ attitude towards ACIS
should not be neglected because it determines the extent of how anaesthetists are
intended to integrate the use of ACIS into their work practice. A system would be
useless if it could not be truly fit into anaesthetists’ practice, no matter how good the
system is.
Second, both of them are directly related to anaesthetists’ monitoring
performance. In fact, trust and acceptance toward a system are commonly of interest
in human-machine interaction research because it closely links with performance.
Previous research indicated that operator with optimal level of trust in a system can
perform better in decision making and monitoring (Lee & See, 2004). On the
contrary, over-trust or under-trust in automated system can undermine operator’s
performance. (Adams, Bruyn & Houde, 2003). During the administration of
anaesthesia, anaesthetists’ performance is critical as it directly associated with the
live of their anaesthetized patients.
Furthermore, research has suggested that technology acceptance predicts not only
intention to use a system but also actual usage (Davis, 1989), therefore, it is
important to understand anaesthetists’ acceptance of ACIS. In the context of using
ACIS, anaesthetists are necessarily required to use ACIS in performing their job.
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“Actual usage” used here can refer to the degree to which ACIS is integrated into the
anaesthetists’ job (Melone, 1990). For example, anaesthetists who have high
acceptance of AIMS are expected to monitor on ACIS more frequently. Therefore,
although the use of ACIS is mandatory, understanding anaesthetists’ acceptance of
ACIS would give insights into the actual usage of ACIS in operating theatre.
The current study has a number of objectives. First, the current study aims to
examine anaesthetist’ trust in ACIS. Second, it aims to investigate anaesthetists’
acceptance of ACIS. To measure anaesthetists’’ acceptance, the current study adapted
Technology Acceptance model (TAM) as a tool to examine anaesthetists’ overall
acceptance of ACIS in different dimensions (e.g. usefulness, ease of use, job
relevance etc.). Besides, we would also study the relation between anaesthetist’ years
of experience and their trust and acceptance of ACIS. Third, it is also of interest to
examine if anaesthetists’ level of trust related to their acceptance of AIMS.
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Literature review
Trust in automation
Trust in automation is defined as “the extent to which the user is confident in,
and willing to act on the basis of the recommendations, actions, and decision of an
artificially intelligent agent” (Madsen & Gregon, 2000). Madhavan & Wiegmann
(2007) further suggested that trust in automation can be established in three stages:
predictability, dependability and faith. In the first stage, the operators develop an
understanding on system and gradually predict how the system will behave. In the
second stage, the operators keep evaluating the ability of the system to correctly
perform the required tasks, which can also be interpreted as the reliability or
competence of the system. The final stage refers to the operator’s faith placed in the
system. In this stage, operator choose to trust the automation even without evaluating
the system.
Previous researches have suggested that operator’s level of trust may influence
the usage of automated system. Muir (1994) and Murir & Moray (1996) found that
there was a positive correlation between the level of operator’s trust in an automated
system and the percentage of the system was being used. That is, the more the
operator trust in the system, the more likely the operator would use the system. On
the contrary, if the operator distrusts the automated system, they reject using it and
prefer performing the task manually. In addition to system use, trust was suggested to
aid

performance in decision making and monitoring tasks. .
Measures of trust in automation. Trust in automation have been mostly

assessed by using subjective rating scales because trust itself is regarded as a
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psychological state. Jian, Bisantz and Druru (2000) have first attempted to develop
an empirical subjective rating scale to measure trust in automation. It comprised of
12 items in the questionnaire presented in a seven-points Likert scale. Five of the
items are negatively framed which are used to capture the level of distrust of
automation. For example, items that measure distrust includes, “I am suspicious of
the automated system’s intent, action or output.”. A higher rating in these items
represent a lower level of trust.
Jian et al. ‘s (2000) scale has been employed to measure trust in clinical
research. Spain & Bliss (2008) conducted a simulation study to investigate how the
system reliability of an auditory display affect operator’s trust during a patient
monitoring task. Participant’s trust was assessed by Jian et al.’s (2000)12-item scale.
McBride, Carter and Ntuen (2013) also employed Jian et al.’s (2000) scale to
measure nurse’s trust toward automation to investigated the effect of trust on
technology acceptance of automated decision aids (ADAs).
In our questionnaire study, Jian et al.’s (2000)12-item scale was adopted to
assess anaesthetists’ level of trust on ACIS. It have been used by previous studies to
assess clinician’s trust on systems in a healthcare setting (Spain & Bliss , 2008;
McBride et al., 2013). Therefore, it is suitable to be used in our study which is in the
context of anaesthesia.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
Davis (1989) has proposed the original TAM to explain why users accept or reject
information technology and also how user acceptance is affected by the system
characteristics (See Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Original TAM proposed by Davis (1989)
In the original TAM, Davis (1989) suggested that the effect of system features
on the actual system usage was mediated by the operator’s perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use. Perceived usefulness and perceive ease of use mutually
predict operator’s behavioral intention, which is defined as the operator ‘s
motivation or willingness to use the system. Perceived usefulness refers to extent
to which the operator believes the use of system can enhance his/her job
performance. Perceived ease of use refers to the extent to which the operator
perceives the use of system is free of effort. Davis (1989)’s model was evaluated
by many empirical studies. Many studies supported that perceived usefulness is a
strong determinant of user’s intention (Venkateah & Davis, 1993).
While TAM has been widely applied in different research areas, TAM have also
gone through different modifications. Venkateah & Davis (2003) put forward an
extension of TAM (also known as TAM 2) to address the effect of social influence
and cognitive instrumental influence on user’s perceived usefulness on a system
(See Figure 4).
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Figure 4: TAM 2 proposed by Venkateah & Davis (2003)
Our questionnaire study has adapted the TAM 2 scale from Venkateah & Davis
(2003). But we only addressed the cognitive instrumental influence on
anaesthetists’ acceptance of AIMS.
In term of cognitive instrumental process, Venkateah & Davis (2003) suggested
the operator would judge the usefulness of a system through the process of
cognitively comparing the system capability (i.e. What the system can do ) with
the performance requirement in their job (What they need to do in their job). Job
relevance refer to the extent to which the operator perceives the system can
support his/her job. Output quality describes how well can the system perform.
And result demonstrability refers to the tangibility of the results of using the
system, including both drawbacks and benefits (Moore and Benbasat, 1991). They
emphasized that, even the system itself is effective, the result demonstrability can
still be low if the operator has difficulty to articulate how useful the system is.
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With respect to social influence, Venkateah & Davis (2003) suggested that user’s
intention is affected by subjective norm. User will be more intended to use the
system if he/she perceive that the other people think want them to do so.
TAM and TAM 2 have provide practical implication because they help
designers to improve the system design (Davis, 1993). Although TAM was
primarily conducted in the setting where the adoption of the system was voluntary,
Brown, Massey Montoya & Burkman (2002) has first attempted to address
whether the TAM relationships can explain user acceptance in a mandatory setting.
A mandatory setting is defined as an environment when the users are required to
use the system in order to keep and perform their job. Brown et al (2002) has
emphasized that the study of user acceptance in mandatory setting remains
important. Because even when the system use is mandatory, the usage behavior
can be subjected to individual difference, especially the degree to which the
system is integrated into the user’s job (Melone, 1990).
TAM in healthcare. TAM has been adopted by many studies to predict user
acceptance toward a system, including the studied conducted in healthcare setting.
Gagnon, Orruno, Asua, Abdeljelil & Emparanza (2012) adopted a modified TAM
to evaluate healthcare professional’s intention to use a telemonitoring system. Our
study also adapted Gagnon et al ‘s (2012) scale to assess anaesthetists’ acceptance
of ACIS. Figure 5 showed the dimensions used in their modified TAM.
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Figure 5: Dimension in a modified TAM proposed by Gagnon et al (2012)
The model comprised of three dimensions: technological context, individual
context and organizational context. Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of
use, which are alreay existed in the original TAM, was categorized into
technological context along with a new dimension called “habit”. Furthermore,
individual context assesses user’s attitude and compatibility. Organization context
addressed whether the organization support the user on the use of the system,
including the factor of facilitators and subjective norms.
TAM has been shown to significantly predict the use and acceptance of health
information technology. Holden & Karsh (2010) reviewed over 20 studies that
have used TAM to assess the user acceptance of information technology. The kinds
of health technology being studied include telemedicine monitoring system,
information communication technology (ICT) and Mobile health care system
(MHS). In some of the studies, TAM can even explain 70 % of the variance, which
was high.
Instead of predicting user acceptance by TAM, Cheung (2016) used TAM to
examine the attitude of anaesthetists on computerized anaesthesia record including
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pre-operative record and intra-operative/post-operative record. A self-reported
questionnaire was distributed to 436 anaesthetists working in public hospital in
Hong Kong. The questionnaire adapted the scale from TAM and TAM2, including
the dimension of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, social influence and
facilitating conditions (e.g. knowledge and technical assistance). Result indicated
that perceived usefulness of the electronic system was valued as the most
important aspect.
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Method

Participants
Ethics approval was obtained in Lingnan University (EC-072/1617). Fifty
questionnaires were distributed to anaesthetists at Tuen Mun hospital(TMH) and Pok
Oi hospital (POH) respectively. A total of 42 anaesthetists participated in the
questionnaire study, yielding to a response rate of 84%. The majority of respondents
were resident trainee (69%) but also included resident specialist (5%), associate
consultant (17%) and consultant (5%). Consultant and associate consultant are senior
anaesthetists whereas resident trainee are junior anaesthetists
Respondent’s experience in anaesthesia was ranged from 1.5 years to 27 years.
Nearly half of the respondent (47%) had less than five years of experience in
anaesthesia. When asked about their experience in using ACIS, all respondents
reported that they had used ACIS. More than half of them (55%) had been using
ACIS for 4 to 6 years. When asked about their experience in manual record keeping,
more than half of respondents (69%) reported that they had experience in manual
chart whereas 28.6% said they had never used manual chart.
Table 2 summarized the demographic characteristic of respondents in Study 1.
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Table 2
Demographic characteristic of respondents in Study 1
%
Gender
Male

17 (40.5)

Female

25 (59.5)

26-30

20 (47.6)

31-35

12 (28.6)

36-40

5 (11.9)

>40

5 (11.9)

Age

Hospital
TMH

38 (90.5)

POH

4 (9.5)

Seniority
Consultant

4 (9.5)

Associate consultant

7 (16.7)

Resident specialist

2 (4.8)

Resident trainee

29 (69)

Years of experience in anaesthesia
0-5

21 (50)

6-10

15 (35.7)

11-15

2 (4.8)

>15

4 (9.5.)

Prior experience in using manual record
Yes

29 (69)

No

13 (31)

Years of experience in using ACIS
0-3

14 (33.3)

4-6

23 (54.8)

>6

5(11.9)

Note: % refers to the percentage within each demographic characteristic
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Measures
A self-report questionnaire (Appendix A2) named “Trust and technology
acceptance of ACIS’ was employed in Study 1. The questionnaire consisted of 45
questions in total. It was divided into two parts: (1) Part I. Trust in ACIS, (2) Part II.
User’s acceptance and (3) Part III. Demographic information.
Part I and II consisted of 38 questions. Each question was presented a single
statement in a five-points Likert scale. Respondents were asked to choose the
number that indicated their agreement to each statement (1 = Strongly disagree, 2 =
Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree and 5 = Strongly agree). Part III consisted of seven
questions about respondent’s demographic information., including gender, hospital
name, job title, years of experience in anaesthesia, years of experience in using ACIS
and time spent on learning ACIS. This part did not collect the name of the
respondents to ensure that the questionnaire was completely anonymous. Figure 6
showed the structure of the questionnaire used in Study 1.
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Figure 6: Structure of the questionnaire used in Study
Trust in automated system. Part I consisted of 12 items which were adapted
from Jian et al.’s (2000) scale. The scale was originally used for evaluating trust
between people and automated systems that contained 12 items in a 7-point Likert
scale. The original scale used the wording of “this system” in each item without
specifying the name of the system.
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Our questionnaire retained all the 12 items from the original scale but specified
‘this system” as ACIS in the instruction. Also, statements were presented in a 5-point
Likert scale. Among the 12 items, seven of them describes “trust” and five of them
describes “distrust”. An example of “trust” statement is “the system is dependable”, a
higher rating on this item represents a higher degree of trust in system. An example
of “distrust” statement is “the system is deceptive”, a higher rating on this item
represents a lower degree of trust in system. Table 3 showed the items used in for
measuring trust in ACIS in Part 1 of the questionnaire.
Table 3
Items for measuring trust in ACIS
Dimension

No. of items

Example of items

Trust

7

The system has integrity
The system is dependable
I am confident in the system.
I can trust the system
I am familiar with the system
The system provides security
The system is reliable.

Distrust

5

I am suspicious of the system's intent, action, or outputs
The system is deceptive
The system behaves in an underhanded manner
The system’s actions will have a harmful or injurious
outcome
I am wary of the system.

User’s acceptance. This part contained 26 items which were revised from three
scales:
(1) Original TAM by Davis (1989),
(2) TAM2 by Venkatesh & Davis (2000) and
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(3) modified TAM by Gagnon et al (2012).
Firstly, we adapted the scale from original TAM (Davis,1989) by measuring
anaesthetists’ perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and intention to use on
ACIS. Secondly, we adapted part of the scale from TAM 2 (Venkatesh & Davis,
2000). TAM 2 consisted of nine dimensions, with three dimensions that already
existed in original TAM, with three dimensions assessing social influence process
and three dimensions assessing cognitive instrument process. Only cognitive
instrument process (job relevance, output quality and result demonstrability) was
measured in our study. It refers to the process of people cognitively evaluating the
capability of a system in performing the tasks required in their job (Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000).
Thirdly, we adapted part of the scale from the modified TAM proposed by
Gagnon et al (2012). They have studied the effect of technological, individual and
organizational factors on health professional’s intention to use the telemonitoring
system (TMS). This scale was also applicable to ACIS because both TMS and ACIS
are a health information technology that can record patient’s vital signs. Our study
also resembles Gagnon et al.’s (2012) study because both of our subjects are health
professionals. The original scale covered eight dimensions, including (a) perceived
usefulness, (b) perceived ease of use, (c) attitude, (d) compatibility, (e) subjective
norm, (f) facilitators, (g) habit and (h) intention. Among eight dimensions, items in
the dimension of ‘attitude” and “compatibility” was adapted in our scale.
To summarize, in terms of acceptance of ACIS, our questionnaire was adapted
from three scales: three dimensions from original TAM (i.e. perceived usefulness,
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perceived ease of use, intention to use), three dimensions from TAM 2 (job relevance,
output quality and result demonstrability) and two dimensions from the modified
TAM (compatibility and attitude), yielding to a total of eight dimensions in Part II.
Some dimensions in the original scale that were not applicable in the context of
ACIS were screened out. For example, social influence process (i.e. subjective norm,
voluntariness and image) of TAM 2 were not addressed in our questionnaire. These
three dimensions are not applicable in ACIS because the use of ACIS is mandatory in
TMH and POH. Respondents are not expected to perceive any difference in social
status with or without the use of ACIS. Also, three dimensions from modified TAM
(i.e. subjective norm, facilitator and habit) were excluded from the same reason.
Table 4 describes the eight dimensions and items used for measuring acceptance of
ACIS in the Part II of the questionnaire.
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Table 4
Dimensions and items used for measuring acceptance of ACIS
Dimension

Description

Item example

n

Motivation or willingness to use

Given that I have access to

2

the system.

the system, I predict that I

From Davis’s (1989) original TAM
1. Intention to use

would use it.
2. Perceived

The degree to which a person

Using the system in my job

usefulness

believes that using the system

increases my productivity.

4

would enhance his/her
performance”
3. Perceived ease of
use

The degree to which a person

I find the system to be easy

believes that using the system

to use

4

would be free of effort”
From Venkatesh & Davis ‘s (2000) TAM 2
4. Job relevance

5. Output quality

The degree to which the system

In my job, usage of the

is applicable to his/her job

system is relevant.

How well the system performs

The quality of the output I

those tasks that march their job

get from the system is high.

2

2

goals
6. Result
demonstrability

Tangibility of the results of using

I have no difficulty telling

the system

others about the results of

4

using the system.
From Gagnon et al.’s (2012) modified TAM

7. Compatibility

The degree of correspondence

“The use of this system is

between an innovation and

compatible with my work

existing values, past experiences

habits”

4

and needs of potential adopters
8. Attitude

Perception by an individual of

“The use of this system is

the positive or negative

beneficial for the care of my

consequences when using the

patients.”

system

Note. n = number of items
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4

Materials
A written consent form (Appendix A1) and a set of “Trust and technology
acceptance on ACIS’ questionnaire (Appendix A2) was used in this study. Both were
written in English.
Procedure
Recruiting participants. Respondents were recruited in two ways: in person
and via WhatsApp. Among 42 respondents, 20 of them were recruited from the
participants of a simulation study (Study 2). The remaining respondents were
recruited by an associate consultant anaesthetist at TMH via WhatsApp. The same
set of written consent form and questionnaire were converted to an online
questionnaire link and then distributed to anaesthetists at two hospitals. Respondents
who have already filled in the paper questionnaire would not receive the
questionnaire link.
Data collection. The data collection started in October 2017 and ended in April
2018. For those respondents who were recruited from simulation study, they
completed the questionnaire after the simulation had finished. However, they were
reminded that the questionnaire study was independent from the simulation study, in
which their responses should not be affected by their perceived simulation
performance. In order to link up participants’ performance in simulation (i.e. Study
2) with their response in questionnaire (Study 1), they were assigned with the same
participant ID in two studies.
Respondents were first instructed to sign a written consent form. In the written
consent form, they were informed that the data collected would remain confidential
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and had no bearing on their job performance. After written consent received from
participants, they were asked to read through the instruction carefully. The
instruction explained to participants that the following statements would use the
wording of “this system’ to refer ACIS. Also, they were reminded that there were no
right or wrong answers in their responses. They only needed to indicate their level of
agreement on each item.
Data analysis. The data received from paper questionnaire and online
questionnaire were pooled and transcribed in an excel spreadsheet. Data analysis was
carried out in two parts.
First, we computed some descriptive statistics (i.e. mean and standard
devastation) of trust in ACIS and acceptance of ACIS. We also performed correlation
analysis to explore if there is relation between anaesthetists’ experience and their
responses. Second, we filtered the data of respondents from simulation study. We
carried out correlation analysis to examine if participants’ response in questionnaire
(Study 1) was related to their performance in simulation (Study 2).
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Result
Reliability test
Reliability test was performed in SPSS. The reliability of the questionnaire
was determined by Cronbach’s α on each dimension. Higher value in the
Cronbach’s α indicates a higher reliability of the scale.
“Trust in ACIS” (Part I) consisted of 12 items in a 5-point Likert scale. Seven
of them measured the degree of trust and five of them measured the degree of
distrust. Items that measured distrust were reverse-coded prior to reliability test.
The higher the rating in “distrust” item represented the lower degree of trust (i.e. 5
converted to 1, 4 converted to 2, 3 converted to 3 and so on). Result showed that
12 items in part I had moderately high reliability, α = 0.78.
“Acceptance of ACIS” (Part II) included 26 items in a 5-point Likert scale. The
overall scale was found to have very high reliability, α = 0.92. In terms of the eight
dimensions, five dimensions were moderately reliable with Cronbach’s α more
than 0.7. However, dimension of “compatibility’ (four items) were not reliable, α =
0.32. Even any one of the item was deleted, the Cronbach’s α for “compatibility”
was still below 0.4. Therefore, responses collected in “compatibility’ was excluded
from the data analysis. As a result, respondent’s acceptance of ACIS was assessed
by seven dimensions. Table 5 showed the Cronbach’s α of items used in Study1.
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Table 15
Reliability statistics for trust in ACIS and technology acceptance of ACIS
Dimension

Cronbach’s α

No of items

Item ID

Trust in ACIS

.78

12

1-12

Acceptance of ACIS

.92

26

13-38

Intention to use

.89

2

28,34

Perceived usefulness

.85

4

15,16,22,38

Attitude

.75

4

17,18,25,37

Perceived ease of use

.71

4

24,27,31,35

Job relevance

.71

2

20,26

Result demonstrability

.65

4

21,32,33,36

Output quality

.62

2

14,19

Compatibility

.32

4

13,23,29,30

Note. Dimensions were presented in a descending order based on the Cronbach’s α.
The dimension of “compatibility” was excluded from the data analysis because of a low reality
(Cronbach’s α < .4)

Descriptive statistics
The questionnaire required respondent to indicate their level of agreement on
items in a five-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral,
4 = Agree and 5 = Strongly agree). Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) were
reported below respectively. A higher mean score indicates a higher level of
agreement of respondent on that item/ dimension. Individual items that have
received comparatively high level of agreement were described.
Trust in ACIS. Before computing the mean of trust in ACIS, five items that
described “Distrust” had been reverse-scored. Result indicated that respondent had a
moderately high level of trust in ACIS (M = 3.7, SD = 0.4). Items that have received
the five highest level of agreement were presented in Table 6 with Mean (M) and
Standard deviation (SD).
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Table 6
Means and Standard Deviation on the measures of trust in ACIS
Trust in ACIS

Overall (Q1-Q12)
Q1.

I am (NOT) suspicious of the

M

SD

3.7

0.4

3.9

0.7

system's intent, action, or outputs.
Q4.

The system is dependable

3.9

0.7

Q6.

I am confident in the system.

3.9

0.6

Q7.

I can trust the system

3.9

0.7

Q11. The system is reliable.

3.9

0.4

Note. Items were measured in a 5-points Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree); Q1 is a reverse-scored item that describes distrust.

Acceptance of ACIS. Respondent’s overall acceptance of ACIS was high (M =
4.0, SD = 0.4). The lowest mean score was 3.2 and the highest mean score is 4.6.
This suggested that respondent generally demonstrated a high level of acceptance of
ACIS.
In term of different dimensions, respondents showed the highest mean score in
“job relevance” (M = 4.2, SD = 0.5). It suggested that respondents greatly agreed the
use of ACIS was relevant to their job. “Intention to use” received the second highest
level of agreement from respondent (M = 4.2, SD = 0.5). This indicated that
respondents exhibit a high level of intention to use ACIS. Besides, perceived
usefulness (PU) received the third highest mean score from respondent (M = 4.0, SD
= 0.5). This suggested that anaesthetists generally agreed that ACIS was useful to
their job. Table 7 showed the Mean (M) and Standard deviation (SD) of in seven
dimensions of acceptance of ACIS.
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Table 7
Means and Standard Deviation on the measures of acceptance of ACIS
Acceptance of ACIS
Dimensions

M

SD

4.0

0.4

Job relevance

4.2

0.5

Intention to use

4.2

0.5

Perceived usefulness

4.0

0.5

Attitude

4.0

0.5

Perceived ease of use

3.9

0.4

Output quality

3.8

0.6

Result demonstrability

3.7

0.4

Overall

Note: Items were measured in a 5-points Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree); Items were presented in descending order based on the Mean score

Statistical analysis
Several statistical tests were performed under the assumption that the data was
normally distributed. Also, we assumed that there was a linear relationship between
the two variables (i.e. years of experiences and level of trust; level of trust and level
of acceptance) when correlational analysis was performed. Also, One-way ANOVA
was performed to investigate if respondent’s rating were affected by their
corresponding seniority (i.e. resident trainee, resident specialist, associate consultant
and consultant). 
Relation between years of experience and trust in ACIS, acceptance of ACIS.
Result showed that there was a significant and negative correlation between
respondent’s years of experience in anaesthesia and their trust in ACIS (r = -.34*, n =
42, p = .03). It suggested that respondents who had more experience in anaesthesia
tend to place a lower degree of trust in ACIS. However, no significant relation was
found between respondent’s experience in anaesthesia and their overall acceptance of
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ACIS (r = -.14, n = 42, p=. 37) (See Table 8).
Table 8
Pearson correlation of anaesthetists’ experience with their trust and acceptance of ACIS
Experience in anaesthesia (years)
Trust in ACIS

-.34*

Acceptance of ACIS

-.14

Perceived usefulness

-.17

Perceived ease of use

.07

Result demonstrability

-.16

Output quality

-.27

Job relevance

-.18

Attitude

-.17

Intention to use

-.05

Note. * p < .05
Effect of seniority on trust in ACIS, acceptance of ACIS. One way ANOVA
was performed to compare the difference between resident trainee, resident
specialist, associate consultant and consultant in their rating. There was no
significant difference between respondents with different seniority in their trust in
ACIS as determined by one-way ANOVA (F (3,34) = 2.82, p = .054). Also, no
significant difference was found between respondents with different seniority in their
overall acceptance of ACIS (F (3,34) = 0.78, p = .051).
Relation between trust in ACIS and acceptance of ACIS. Pearson correlation
was performed to determine the relationship between respondent’s level of trust and
their level of acceptance of ACIS. Result showed that there was no significant
correlation between overall trust and overall acceptance (r = 0.3, n = 42, p = .05).
However, among seven dimensions of acceptance, “attitude” was significantly and
positively correlated with overall trust (r = .35, n = 42, p = .02). The higher level of
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trust in ACIS, the more positive attitude on ACIS (See Table 9).

Table 9
Pearson correlation of anaesthetists’ trust in ACIS with their acceptance of ACIS
Overall trust in ACIS
Overall acceptance of ACIS

.30

Perceived usefulness

.23

Perceived ease of use

.14

Result demonstrability

.24

Output quality

.29

Job relevance

.17

Attitude

.35*

Intention to use

.30

Note. * p < .05
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Discussion
Overall, anaesthetists at TMH and POH demonstrated a moderately high level
of trust in ACIS (M = 3.7). They generally agree that they could trust ACIS (M =
3.9) and perceived ACIS as reliable (M = 3.9) and dependable (M = 3.9). They
also agreed that they were not suspicious of the system’s action and output (M =
3.9). However, 12 (29%) of respondents reported that they have never received
any training in using ACIS. For those who have received training, the time that
they spent on learning to use ACIS vary from 15 minutes to two weeks. It
suggested that there have not been a formal and mandatory training on ACIS at
TMH and POH.
Another finding is that there is a negative relationship between anaesthetists’
years of experience and their level of trust in ACIS. More experienced
anaesthetists tend to place lower level of trust in ACIS. One possible explanation
is that anaesthetists with more experience need longer time to establish trust in a
new automated system over the traditional manual record keeping method.
Although ACIS has been implemented at TMH for seven years, ACIS may still be
new to some experienced anaesthetists who have had a habit of manual record
keeping for over 20 years. On the contrary, anaesthetists with fewer years of
experience in anaesthesia have less experience in using manual record keeping.
They were required to use ACIS for record keeping at the first place. Therefore,
they tend to trust ACIS when the comparison to manual record keeping is
unavailable.
The current study has also examined anaesthetists’ acceptance of ACIS based on
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their rating in the dimensions in TAM. We have summarized some dimensions that
received relatively high level of agreement to understand the advantages of ACIS
that mostly recognized by anaesthetists. Likewise, we identified some dimensions
that were rated relatively low level of agreement to interpret the components of
ACIS that needs improvement in future.
Overall, anaesthetists possess a high level of acceptance of ACIS (M = 4.0).
They generally exhibited a high level of intention to use ACIS (M = 4.2). They
strongly agreed that the use of ACIS was relevant (M = 4.2) and useful (M = 4.0)
to their job. In general, the advantages of ACIS in terms of its job relevance and
usefulness were mostly agreed by anaesthetists at TMH. This result is in line with
Cheung (2016)’s questionnaire study which has examined Hong Kong
anaesthetists’ attitude on computerized anaesthesia record keeping. Cheung (2016)
suggested that anaesthetists in public hospitals highly agreed that the
computerization of intraoperative record keeping was useful to their task, for
example, improving the accessibility of patient records.
However, there are several dimensions that received lower level of agreement
from anaesthetists, including ease of use, output quality and result demonstrability.
First, compared to other dimensions, respondents agreed less on the dimensions of
perceived ease of use in ACIS (M = 3.9). In particular, they scored lower in the
sub-items of “ACIS is easy to perform what they want to” (M = 3.8) and
“interacting with ACIS only requires little mental effort” (M = 3.8). This result
was also supported by Cheung’s (2016) study. His study also found that
anaesthetists had lower agreement on the ease of use of computerized anaesthesia
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record keeping compared to the aspect of perceived usefulness. Second, compared
to other dimensions, respondents scored lower on the output quality (M = 3.8) of
ACIS. However, the term of “output quality” can be ambiguous because the
original item did not explicitly specify the meaning of “output quality” in ACIS. In
terms of “output”, it can refer to either the record generated by ACIS or the realtime information displayed in ACIS. In term of quality, it can refer to either
accuracy or completeness or both. More future work is needed to define “output
quality “and interpret the reason why anaesthetists perceive the output quality is
low. Third, respondents showed lower level of agreement on the result
demonstrability (M = 3.8) of ACIS. It indicated that that they were less able to
articulate how ACIS can enhance their job performance.
With respect to trust-acceptance relation, our study did not find any correlation
between anaesthetists’ trust and their overall acceptance of ACIS, which was in
line with the finding of McBride et al., ‘s (2013) study. They have investigated the
effect of nurse’s trust and bias toward automation on their technology acceptance
of automated decision aids (ADAs). Nurse’s trust was also measured by the items
from Jian et al.’s (2000) scale, which was the same scale adopted in our study. But
they measured technology acceptance by the number of times the participants
choose to accept decision proposed by ADAs, which was completely distinct from
the notion of TAM. Results found that there was no significant correlation between
nurse’s trust on ADAs and their acceptance of ADAs.
Although there was no relation between trust and overall technology
acceptance, trust was found to be positively correlated with the dimension of
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“attitude” under technology acceptance. It suggested that a higher level of trust is
associated with a more positive attitude of ACIS. In our questionnaire, attitude was
measured by four items in total. It included the extent of how respondents
perceived the use of ACIS is interesting (item no. 17), is good for monitoring their
patients (item no. 18), is beneficial for the care of patients (item no. 25) and will
have a positive impact (item no. 37). One explanation is that, trust and attitude are
two constructs that are inter-related. Both are generated from respondent’s
cognitive appraisal on a system. Therefore, they may be influenced by the system
characteristic in a similar way. However, the mechanism of how user’s trust is
related to attitude is beyond the scope of our study. More importantly, given that
the positive correlation between trust and attitude, designers or hospitals should
put more effort to promote anaesthetists’ positive attitude of ACIS, which may in
turn help enhance their trust on ACIS.
Limitation and future research
The results of our study should be interpreted in light of a limitation.
The external validity of the finding is low. Although 4 of 42 respondents was from
POH, our sample frame mainly recruited from TMH. Their rating in trust and
acceptance of ACIS can only represent TMH but fail to generalize to the all
anaesthetists in Hong Kong hospitals.
Based on the limitation, we suggest several directions for future research. First,
a qualitative study is needed to further evaluate anaesthetists’ attitude on ACIS.
The current study was a quantitative study which provided an overview on
anaesthetists’ perception on ACIS. For example, we found that anaesthetists agree
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less on the output quality of ACIS (M = 3.8) compared to other dimensions of
acceptance of ACIS. However, little is known about how they perceive the terms
of “output quality” and also the reason why they think the output quality of ACIS
is low. Future studies can adopt focus group interview to obtain more qualitative
data on their attitude, especially for those items that received lower rating in this
questionnaire. This will help designers and anaesthetists to have a better
understanding on which component of ACIS should be improved.
Second, the discriminant validity and convergent validity of the scale was not
evaluated in the current study. We can only describe which features of AIMS is
mostly or less agreed by anaesthetists, but it did not address how they may predict
anaesthetists’ intention to use ACIS. Future research should develop a valid scale
to investigate anaesthetists’ acceptance of ACIS based on TAM. A valid scale will
be helpful to understand how different dimensions (e.g. perceived ease of use)
determine anaesthetists’ intention to use ACIS.
Third, future study should be extended to other hospitals in Hong Kong,
especially for those who have not implemented ACIS yet. The current study
recruited participants at TMH and POH. Two hospitals have both implemented
ACIS for more than five years. However, some of the hospital in Hong Kong are
still using manual record keeping. It is equally important to evaluate their
acceptance of ACIS in order to understand the potential barriers of
implementation.
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Conclusion
The current study has contributed to the anaesthetic field by assessing
anaesthetists’ perception on ACIS. Although the use of ACIS in TMH is
mandatory in hospital, it is crucial to understand how anaesthetists perceive ACIS
because it may directly affect its actual usage, which refers to extent on how
anaesthetists integrate the use of ACIS in performing their job.
The current study has extended Cheung’s (2016) study by examining
anaesthetists’ trust on AIMS. Besides, compared to Cheung’s (2016) study, our
study covered more dimensions of TAM other than perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use, which provide more information on anaesthetists’
acceptance of ACIS. Although we only tested TMH and POH anaesthetists, it can
give insights into how they might integrate the use of ACIS in their job.
Our study suggested that anaesthetists generally placed a high level of trust and
acceptance of ACIS.They generally perceive ACIS as useful and relevant to their
job. Further investigation is needed to identify the causes behind. Based on the
finding of our study, we recommended that hospital should provide anaesthetists
with a systematic training on ACIS before full implementation across all Hong
Kong hospitals.
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4. STUDY 2: A SIMULATION STUDY
Overview
Study 2 is a simulation study that examined the effect of AIMS and manual
record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance, SA and mental workload
Vigilance refers to the ability to maintain sustained attention (Davies &
Parasuraman,1982). Although researchers have studied the effect of automated
record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance, they have produced mixed findings and
were subjected to several limitations. First, the most updated study examining the
effect of automated record keeping on vigilance had already been conducted 20
years ago (Weinger et al.,1997). The system that they had studied was not as
modern as AIMS. Second, previous studies only focused on the effect of record
keeping on anaesthetists’ visual vigilance but omit auditory vigilance. Auditory
vigilance is critical to anaesthetists because they are required to perform auditory
monitoring tasks in operating theatre, such as listening to the auditory alarm.
SA can be interpreted as an internal mental representation of the status of
dynamically changing environment (Endsley, 1988). It is different from vigilance
because SA involves more than perceiving piece of data, but also requires an
advanced level of situation understanding and prediction for future development,
which is critical for anaesthetists to maintain performance. Nonetheless, no
previous studies have examined the effect of automated record keeping on SA.
Therefore, SA is also important to understand the effect of AIMS on anaesthetists’
performance.
Mental workload is the level of attentional demands placed on the operator
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when performing the required task (Vidulich & Tsang, 2012). It is a cognitive
construct that is closely related to SA and mutually contribute to human
performance. As Vidulich & Tsang (2012) has suggested, knowing about either SA
or mental workload only is not enough tounderstand the interaction between
systems and humans. Therefore, evaluating the effect of AIMS on SA and mental
workload can provide a fuller picture of anaesthetists’ performance.
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Literature review
Vigilance and anaesthesia
The definition of vigilance was well-noted in previous research. Although they are
slightly different from each other, they generally refer to an ability to maintain
sustained attention. Mackworth (1957) has first defined vigilance as “a state of
readiness to detect and respond to certain specified small changes occurring at
random intervals in the environment”. Olmedo and Kirk (1977) also defined
vigilance as “a task which requires the detection of change in a stimulus during long
monitoring periods when the subject has little or no prior knowledge of the sequence
of the changes”. Davies & Parasuraman (1982) referred vigilance to an ability to
sustain attention over a long period of monitoring.
In terms of anaesthesia setting , vigilance referred to anaesthetists’ sustained
attention to relevant data that are adequate to maintain a state of clinical
awareness(Gravenstein & Weinger, 1986). To specify, “anaesthetic vigilance”
requires careful attention to details and detection of abnormal subtle signs, which is
critical for anaesthetists when performing patient monitoring. Insufficient vigilance
may result in anaesthetic mishaps. Cooper, Newbower and Kitz (1984) reported that
16 of 70 critical incidents that resulted in unfavorable patients’ outcome, including
death, permanent neurologic damage, or prolonged hospitalization, were due to
“monitoring or vigilance errors”.
Monitoring is a complex vigilance task because vigilance is vulnerable to be
compromised during a long period of monitoring. Mackworth (1948) has first
proposed the notion of “vigilance decrement” ,which refers to the situation when
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human monitoring performance decline after 30 minutes (See, Howe, Warm, &
Dember, 1995).However, previous studies showed different interpretations on the
reasons of vigilance decrement. Robertson, Manly, Andrare, Baddeley and Yiend
(1997) attributed vigilance decrement to operator’s “mindlessness”. That is, operators
would withdraw attentional effort over a long period of time when performing
unstimulating task. Contrary to mindlessness, Grier et al (2003) explained vigilance
decrement by operator’s “mindfulness”. In this case, operator have paid effortful
attention to monitoring but the available attentional resource declined over time,
resulting in vigilance decrement. Furthermore, previous studies also identifed several
factors that may impair vigilance, including environmental factors (noise and
environmental pollution) and also individual factor (fatigue, sleep deprivation and
boredom) (Biebuyck , Weinger & Englund, 1990).
Given that monitoring is a complex vigilance task, the administration of
anaesthesia involves a more complex monitoring task because it requires sustained
vigilance (Weinger & Smith, 1993). Anaesthetists are required to continuously
monitor patient’s status while assessing the effect of anaesthesia and surgical
intervention(Weinger & Smith, 1993).What made the monitoring in anaesthesia more
complex is that, anaesthetic environment have been considered as highly dynamic,
complex, risky and subject to high information load (Gaba, Howard, & Small, 1995).
Previous studies further suggested that maintaining vigilance in maintenance
phase of anaesthesia was particularly difficult. One of the reason was, a long period
of monitoring would induce boredom. As noted earlier, boredom was one of the
factor affecting vigilance (Biebuyck et al.,1990). When boredom occurs, more effort
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is needed for the operator to suppress distracting stimuli and the feeling of fatigue,
and in turn impair vigilance (Weinger & Carl, 1990). Boredom usually take place
when the task is repetitious, uninteresting and undemanding (Weinger & Carl, 1990).
Also, it can be interpreted as a problem of information underload, insufficient task
demand and under-stimulation. (Slagle & Weinger, 2009). In fact, the issue of
boredom in operating room have been addressed in previous studies. Drui, et
al.(1973) revealed that during surgical procedure, anaesthetist was not involved in
any observable clinically relevant tasks in 40 % of the total case time, which can
refer to“idle time”. Besdies, a questionnaire study conducted by the San Diego VA
Medical Center further supported that boredom did occur in operating theatre. 90%
of the anaesthesia providers reported that they have experienced “extreme boredom”
in occasional episodes (Weinger & Smith, 1993). In addition to boredom, a task
analysis study also suggested that maintenance phase was a period of very low
workload and involved infrequent task demands (Drui et al, 1973).
Automated record keeping and vigilance. Anaesthetic vigilance have been of
interest in many previous studies, especially when automated anaesthesia record
keeping was introduced in 1970s. A host of studies have investigated the effect of
automated record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance. However, they have produced
mixed findings.
Three experimental studies have found that automated recording keep did not
affect anaesthetists’ vigilance (Allard et al.,1995; Loeb,1995; Weinger et al.,1997).
Allard et al. (1995) evaluated the effect of an automatic anaesthesia record keeper
on anaesthetists’ vigilance. Participants were assigned into two groups with one
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group using manual record keeping and another group using automated record
keeping. A physician examiner entered the operating room unannounced in both
conditions respectively. Anaesthetists were required to turn away from the monitor
and recall the current values of patient’s physiological variables Vigilance was
measured as participants’ accuracy of recalling values. Results showed that there
was no significant difference in vigilance between manual and automatic record
keeping. However, measuring vigilance by accuracy of recall may be misleading.
Because vigilance and recall are not analogous task, rather, they require different
resource of information processing (Loeb, 1995). Recall requires not only
attention but also a good memory. An operator may have good vigilance but fail to
recall the value.
Instead of directly examining the effect of automated record keeping on
vigilance, Loeb (1995) addressed whether manual record keeping was necessary
for maintaining vigilance by comparing two groups in an experimental setting. In
one group, anaesthesia resident kept a manual record themselves whereas another
group had an assistant to perform the record keeping. Vigilance was measured by
how long it took participants to detect a simulated abnormal value displayed on a
patient monitor. Result showed that vigilance was not significantly different in two
groups. Loeb (1995) concluded that manual record keeping was not necessary for
anaesthetist to maintain vigilance. However, this study had a major limitation. It
only illustrated whether anaesthetists’ vigilance would be different if the manual
record was not keep by themselves. But the finding could not be generalized to the
effect of automated record keeping on vigilance. Because the nature of computer
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based record keeper is different from human record keeper.
Weinger et al. (1997) also found that there were no significant differences
between manual and electronic record keeping in vigilance latency. They
conducted a between-group design study to compare traditional manual record
keeping to electronic recording in vigilance latency. Vigilance was assessed by the
reaction time to detect the flashing of an alarm light that was placed on top of an
electrocardiograph monitor. When subjects detected the alarm light, they need to
give response by a verbal indication. Results showed that electronic record
keeping did not impair vigilance.
However, Yablok (1990) found that automated system disrupted vigilance. He
compared the effect of automated and handwritten record keeping in anaesthesia
providers’ vigilance. Participants were randomly assigned to a condition using
automated record or manual record keeping. During the operation, they were
asked to recall the value of patient’s physiological variables without looking the
monitor. Vigilance was operationalized as anaesthesia providers’ ability to recall
vital signs. Results showed that anaesthetists using automated record keeping
demonstrated a significantly greater number of errors in recall. Yablok (1990)
concluded that anaesthesia providers were less vigilant of their patient’s parameter
when using automated record keeping. Again, this study was subjected to the
limitation of using accuracy of recall to assess vigilance.
To summarize, anaesthetic monitoring is a complex vigilance task.
Anaesthetists’ sustained vigilance can be easily compromised under the fluctuating
nature of anaesthesia. The effect of automated record keeping on anaesthetists’
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vigilance remain unclear because previous studies have produced mixed findings
and was subjected to limitations. Also, previous studies only focus on visual
vigilance, which was limited by participants’ physical orientation (i.e. participants
cannot perceive the stimuli may simply because he/she has turn the head around).
More importantly, vigilance only illustrates one’s ability to detect changes during a
long period of monitoring, but it fails to represent how well anaesthetists can
understand the emerging situation and even project the future development.
Therefore, we also addressed the effect of automated record keeping on
anaesthetists’ situation awareness.
Although the most updated research on the effect of record keeping on
vigilance was done in twenty years ago, vigilance is still regarded as an important
cognitive construct in recent research, especially in anaesthetic setting. For
example, Slagle & Weinger (2009) have examined whether anaesthetists’ vigilance
would be affected by intraoperative reading during anaesthesia care. In addition,
Slagle et al (2018) have investigated the effect of distracting non-care activities on
anaesthetists’ vigilance and workload. Both studies operationalized vigilance as
the time for participants to detect a random illumination of alarm light.
Situation Awareness and anaesthesia
Endsley (1988) has first put forward the notion of Situation awareness (SA),
which was defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a
volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection
of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988). In brief, it refers to an internal
mental representation of the status of dynamically changing environment. It is
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different from vigilance because it involves more than simply perceiving piece of
data, but also requires an advanced level of situation understanding (Endsley,
1995). Also, it is different from static knowledge (e.g. rules, procedure and
checklists) because SA only refers to the knowledge specifically pertaining to the
state of dynamic environment which will continuously change with the
environment.

Figure 7: SA model proposed by Endsley (1995)
Endsley (1995) has proposed a model of SA. (See Figure 7). There are three SA
levels, including Level 1 (perception), Level 2 (comprehension) and Level
3(projection). In general, perception refers to an ability to perceive the information
in an ongoing environment. Comprehension refers to an ability to understand the
meaning of perceived information by integrating their experience or expertise.
Projection describes one’s ability to make an accurate prediction on future
development. Endsley (2015) have emphasized that three SA levels are
represented in ascending order (i.e. perception is the lowest level and prediction is
the highest level of SA). In addition, three SA levels are not single and discrete
elements, rather, they are tightly integrated. For example, perceived information in
Level 1 aids in Level 2 by forming a holistic understanding of environment.
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Based on Endsley (1995)’s SA model, operator’s SA can support their decision
making through mental model. She explained that how a person characterizes a
situation (SA) will determine which mental model he/she adopts (mental model)
and in turn affect their selection of problem-solving strategies (Endsley, 1995).
Furthermore, operator’s SA is linked to his/her performance. But the relation
between SA and performance may not be direct. It is believed that an accurate SA
increase the chances of having good performance but not guarantee it. In contrast,
incomplete or inaccurate SA tend to result in errors.
A taxonomy of SA errors was proposed by Endsley (1995), which have
identified errors induced by inadequate SA Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3. First, SA
Level 1 errors refer to a failure in perceiving information It may happen when the
data is not available or when the operator fails to monitor the data. Second, SA
Level 2 errors refer to a failure to integrate the perceived information with
knowledge to understand the current situation properly. It may be due to the
operator’s incomplete mental model. Third, SA Level 3 errors refer to inaccurate
projections of future trends, including an over-projection of current trends.
SA has primarily been confined to aviation until Gaba et al. (1995) attempted to
apply SA concepts in anaesthetic field. She further mapped the three SA levels into
the anaesthetists’ job.
(a)

Perception (Level 1): an ability for anaesthetists to perceive information in

environment from different sources (e.g. vital signs on monitor, the appearance of
patients and communication with surgical team etc.)
(b)


Comprehension (Level 2): an ability for anaesthetists to integrate perceived
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data with their medical knowledge to understand the current patient’s status and
make problem diagnosis.
(c)

Projection (Level 3): an ability for anaesthetists to project the future

development of patients’ status or responses
In anaesthetic practice, automation occur in some information technologies. For
example, AIMS is an automated system to aid anaesthetists’ work. Upon the use of
AIMS, the intraoperative record keeping task is being automated.
The effect of automation on SA has also been addressed by Endsley (1995). She
argued that the use of automated system may be related to the “out-of-the loop’
performance problem in operators. When “out-of-the loop’ problem occurs, the
operator is usually unware of the status of automated system and environment. The
operator is also slow in detecting the problem in the system, even he/she could
detect, he/ she needs longer time to understand the state of system and the existing
problems. He/she in turn needs longer time to take interventions accordingly.
Although the extra time that the operator need to take may be short, Endsley
(1995) emphasized that this slightly delay in human performance may result in
catastrophic outcomes in safety-critical industry, such as aviation. The notion of
the “out-of-the loop’ problem was supported by several previous studies (Billing,
1991; Moray, 1986; Wiener and Curry, 1980) Results all indicated that, when
automation failed, system operators who used automated record were less capable
to detect system errors and make problem diagnosis, compared to those who
performed the same task manually. Endsley (1995) attributed this diminished
ability in detecting errors to the lack of SA.
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With respect to how automation may affect SA, Endsley (1995) have proposed
three interpretations on it. First, automation affect SA through the change in
vigilance and over-reliance associated with monitoring. She explained that
automation required human operator to monitor the automated system performing the
task. Yet, monitoring itself is a complex vigilance task. Vigilance decrement may
easily take place, and therefore, operators more easily get unaware of the state of
system. In addition, operator may place too much trust and reliance in automated
system so that they neglect the automated system performance during monitoring,
resulting in a low SA.
Second, automation change the role of operator from active to passive.
Operator are the active processor of information in manual tasks but are changed to
be a passive recipient of information under automation. Endsley and Kiris (1995)
have provided evidence that passive processing may result in an inferior SA
compared to active processing. They compared participants from three groups
(manual, semi-automation and automation) in their performance in an automobile
navigation task. Result suggested that the manual group have a better SA Level 2
than the other two groups.
Third, automation change the type of feedback received by operator.
Automation with poor design may inhibit operator from obtaining appropriate
feedbacks. For example, operators may find difficult to know whether their requests
have been received by the system or whether the action is being performed by the
system properly. One explanation for the feedback loss is that, the system designers
has eliminated some critical cues from the system because they wrongly believed
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that the cue is no longer important when the tasks are automated(Endsley, 1995).
Significance of SA to anaesthetists. SA is regarded as one of the important nontechnical skills for anaesthetists. Non-technical skills refer to the skills do not
directly relate to the use of medical expertise, but are equally important as technical
skills in jointly creating a safe and effective performance (Fletcher et al., 2003).
Although SA is not formally addressed in anaesthetic training, it plays a vital role in
supporting anaesthetists’ performance.
During the administration of anaesthesia, abilities to detect (SA Level 1),
diagnose (SA Level 2) and predict future development (SA Level 3) are important
for anaesthetists. For Level 1, anaesthetists are required to perform monitoring on
numerous information such as patient’s physiological variables and blood loss. For
Level 2, anaesthetists should be able to detect any unstable condition of the patient
based on perceived information and administer the proper intervention accordingly.
For Level 3, they should be able to predict the effect and duration of surgical
intervention (SA Level 3) (Drews & Westenskow, 2006). Therefore, all three SA
levels are critical for the clinical management of patients and, most importantly, for
achieving a safe anaesthesia.
SA measures. Endsley (1995) have suggested several methodologies for
empirically measure SA. In general, SA can be assessed by three types of measures:
performance, subjective rating and query-based technique.
First, assessing SA from operator’s task performance have an advantage of
providing an objective and non-intrusive assessment on SA. But the limitation is that,
operator’s performance can be affected by many factors other than SA
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(e.g.expertise). Also, performance measure can only illustrate the result of good/poor
SA, but provide little information on how good/poor performance can be explained
by SA (Endsley, 1995). Hence, performance may only be useful in inferring SA, but
not a direct measure on SA.
Second, SA can be measured by asking the operator to give their subjective rating
on their own SA. The Situation Awareness Rating Technique (SART) is an example
of subjective measure of SA (Selcon & Taylor, 1990). As per SART, participant need
to give self-rating on 10 dimensions of SA retrospectively, including familiarity of
the situation, focusing of attention, information quantity etc. Although it is easier to
administer compared to other measures, it is subjected to the limitation of operator’s
biases. For example, operators would tend to subjectively rate their SA as higher
when they perceive their performance is good (Endsley, 1995). Also, retrospective
self-rating may be inaccurate because subjects with poor SA will not be able to aware
that their assessment are incorrect.
Third, query-based technique. It refers to the technique that directly ask operator
queries about their current perception and understanding of the situation. Previous
researchers have developed different type of query-based technique, including
Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) by Endsley (1995) and
Situation Present Assessment Method (SPAM) by Durso ,Dattel, Banbury and
Treblay (2004). Table 10 showed the advantages and disadvantages of three types of
SA measures.
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Table 10
Summary on the pros and cons of different type of SA measures
Approach of

Description

Advantages

Disadvantage

SA is assessed by

Objective

Not a direct

operator’s performance

Non-intrusive

measure on SA;

measuring SA
1. Performancebased

of a specified task,

can only infer SA

which vary with the

from performance

different domain
2. Subjective
rating

3. Query-based
technique

Operator subjectively

Easy to administer

rate their SA

Subjected to rater’s
bias

Operators are queried

Objective

about situation at a pre-

Direct measure on

determined time in

SA which can

simulation.

address SA

Intrusive

requirement

Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT). SAGAT is a
direct and global assessment on SA used proposed by Endsley (1995). Under
SAGAT, operators are asked about scenario-specific queries when the simulation is
frozen at a random point of time. When the simulation is frozen, the system displays
are blanked. The scenario-specific queries are designed to tap into operator’s SA
requirement in three levels (i.e. perception, interpretation and prediction). SA can be
quantified and measured by operator’s accuracy of answering SA queries correctly.
SAGAT is suggested as a memory-based technique that mainly address SA as the
product of comprehension (Durso & Sethumad havan, 2008).
To ensure the SA queries can tap into operator’s SA requirement, a goal-directed
task analysis (GDTA) should be conducted prior to the development of SA queries.
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The main objective of GDTA is to determine which information in the situation is
important for supporting operator’s SA and decision making (Endsley, 1995). In
GDTA, the main goal of the job class is first identified, followed by the sub-goals
and the major decisions necessary for meeting the sub-goals. Under each major
decision, SA requirement specifically to each level are identified from the highest
(Level 3, prediction) to the lowest (Level 1, perception). To specify, SA requirement
can be interpreted as the ‘dynamic information necessary for operator’s main goals/
sub-goals in performing the require task”. Figure 8 show a diagrammatic
representation of a GDTA.
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Figure 8: A diagrammatic representation of a GDTA.
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Despite the high validity and reliability of SAGAT as suggested by Endsley
(2000), SAGAT have been criticized for its intrusiveness (Sarter &Woods,1991). For
example, freezing simulation at a random point is intrusive, which may in turn
undermine operator’s performance. Besides, operators are required to retrospectively
recall on the information of situation when answering scenario-specific queries.
Hence, their SA performance may be affected by their memory as well.
Situation Present Assessment Method (SPAM). SPAM (also known as realtime probe technique) is another query-based technique for SA measure proposed by
Durso et al., (2004) Same as SAGAT, operators are presented with some scenariospecific queries about their understanding on the situation. But the biggest difference
from SAGAT is, SPAM measure real-time SA when participants are performing their
task without freezing the simulation. Besides, in addition to query response accuracy,
SPAM also measure SA by the time taken for participants to answer SA query
correctly (i.e. the query response time). Therefore, SA is measured by both query
accuracy and query response time. A higher SA accuracy and a shorter response time
indicate a better SA.
Unlike SAGAT, which assesses the operator’s ability to recall the information in
memory (SA as a product), SPAM perceives SA as an ongoing process, a process of
how operator form SA. It assesses the operator’s ability to locate the essential
information from the environment (SA as a process). An operator with good SA,
should be able to find out the answer of SA queries from the emerging environment
accurately and quickly.
Therefore, SPAM has several advantages over SAGAT. First, SPAM provide a
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more complete measure of SA. Both query response accuracy and response time are
measured to represent SA. Even when two operators have the same accuracy of SA,
SPAM can also differentiate which one have better SA based on their query response
time. Second, it eliminates the memory effect on SA. As noted earlier, SAGAT has
the limitations that participant’s query response accuracy is masked by memory. But
SPAM allows participants to locate the query answer from the environment, their SA
would not be affected by their memory performance. Third, SPAM enables the SA
queries being delivered to participants without freezing the simulation. It can reduce
the intrusiveness to participants and also the effect of intrusiveness on SA. In
addition to SA, SPAM also capture operator’s mental workload by measuring the
time they took to accept a query (i.e. query acceptance time). In SPAM, a SA query
will be probed with a warning signal until the operator accept the query. Query
acceptance time is measured by the latency between the warning signal being
induced and the query being accepted. When the operator is under higher mental
workload, it is expected that he/she take longer time to accept a query. Table 11
summarized the differences between SAGAT and SPAM.
Table 11
Summary on the difference between SAGAT and SPAM
SAGAT (Endsley ,1995)

SPAM (Durso et al, 2004)

Feature

Freeze- probe technique

Real-time probe technique

Need to pause the simulation?

Yes

No

Assessment on participant

An ability to give answer

An ability to locate the

from memory

answer from environment

View on SA construct

As product

As process

SA measure

Query accuracy

Query accuracy and query
response time
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With respect to how a SA query should be delivered in practice , Durso et al
(2004) did not specify which procedure was optimal. But they suggested that it
should be fit into the participant’s workflow. Previous studies using SPAM have
generally adopted two kind of query delivery procedure: in person or by telephone.
Durso et al.,(1997) delivered SA queries to air traffic controller by landlinetelephone. The ringing tone of the telephone acted as the warning signal of query
probe. Another study from Durso et al., (2004) deliverd SA queries to drivers in
person by directly asking if he/she were ready for a question.
SPAM has been shown to have good validity and reliability in study of avaition
and air-traffic control. In terms of clinical research, SPAM was also suggested to be
feasible in medical simulation. Shelton, Kinston, Molyneux and Ambrose (2013)
employed SPAM to assess medical students’ real-time SA in critical illness
management. They aim to compare the effect of two query delivery procedures (i.e.
by telephone and in person) on the flow of scenario and on the participant’s query
accuracy. Results showed that queries delivered in person was less disruptive to the
scenario but generate less usable data because sometime participants fail to
distinguish the SPAM queries from other dialogue. However, when queries were
delivered by telephone, it caused greater interference in the flow of scenario.
Although Shelton et al. (2013) have attempted to use SPAM in critical illness
management, their main objective was to test SPAM with its feasibility in medical
simulation, rather than using SPAM as an assessment tool to compare SA in two
groups. Therefore, application of SPAM in healthcare research is limited, and even
no studies has employed SPAM in the research of anaesthesia domain.
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To sum up, SA is critical to support anaesthetists’ performance but it appeared to
be undermined by the use of automated system. However, no previous studies have
examined the effect of automated record keeping system on anaesthetists’ SA.
Moreover, there is another cognitive construct that is closely related to SA, and is
equally important to anaesthetists, namely mental workload.
Mental workload and anaesthesia
Mental workload was first proposed by previous literature in the 1970s (Leplat and
Welford, 1978; Moray, 1979). It generally refers to “the level of attentional demands
placed on the operator when performing the required task” (Vidulich & Tsang, 2015).
It can be interpreted as a “supply-and-demand” notion in mental resources.
Parasuraman, Sheridan & Wickens (2008) referred mental workload as “the relation
between the mental resources that the task demand and those resource available to be
supplied by the human operator’.
Mental workload can be determined by two factors: exogenous task demands and
endogenous supply of attentional resources. For exogenous task demands factor, it
includes the difficulty of performing the required task, which can be further divided
into intensity aspect and structural aspect (Vidulich & Tsang, 2012). Intensity of the
task difficulty refer to how much mental resources are required to perform the task.
And structural aspect refers to whether the task components demand the similar
mental resources. The more similar the task component demand, the more severe the
competition for the attentional resource, and result in a higher task demand. For
endogenous supply of attentional resources factors, it mainly depends on operator’s
perception and working memory, and also their expertise. When considering mental
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workload, both factors of task demand and resource supply should be taken into
account. For example, when two operators are performing the same task with the
same task demand, they may still experience different level of mental workload if
their available supply of attentional resource are different.
The effect of mental workload on anaesthetists’ performance have been addressed
by previous literature. Sato et al., (2016) investigated how anaesthetists’ mental
workload would affect their performance in a patient simulator study. A scenario of
unexpected arrhythmia was manipulated in the patient simulator during the induction
phase to induce higher mental workload in anaesthetists. Result showed that
anaesthetists’ performance in induction declined after arrhythmia occurred. It
indicated that the increase in mental workload result in a poor performance of
anaesthetists.
Mental workload, vigilance and SA
Although no previous research has demonstrated the links between mental
workload and vigilance, relation between mental workload and SA are widely
investigated and have been applied in previous human factors research.
Mental workload is mostly interpreted as the level of attentional demand place in
operator, whereas SA refers to the informational content of operator’s memory when
performing the task (Vidulich & Tsang, 2006) Although they seem to be two distinct
concepts, both of them sever as a basis in understanding human-machine interaction.
Parasuraman et al. (2008) have suggested that, among different human cognition and
performance constructs, mental workload and SA are highly useful in predicting
operator’s performance in human-machine systems and in diagnosing the operator’s
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cognitive state. Therefore, many proposed systems were designed in an attempt to
increase SA and/or reduce mental workload.
Furthermore, the relation between SA and mental workload have been the topic
of interest in many previous researches. It was first addressed by Endsley (1993) who
suggested that SA and mental workload are two independent constructs that are interrelated. Vidulich & Tsang (2015) further explained the confluence of SA and mental
workload. They have pointed out the similarities between SA and mental workload.
For example, both SA and mental workload are shaped by exogenous (e.g. task
difficulty and situation complexities) and endogenous factors (e.g. operator’s
perception and memory). They also claimed that SA and mental workload are in fact
undergoing the same cognitive processes. This process served as a support to SA
while mental workload is the result of the process. Therefore, SA and mental
workload compete for many of the same processes, but are subjected to the limits of
the same processes too.
To specify, mental workload and SA are intricately intertwined, they can support
each other, but also complete with each other as well (Vidulich & Tsang, 2006).
Mental workload can support SA when the operator spends more effort to search
information frequently (mental workload), which allows him/her to keep track on the
situation and have a better interpretation on the situation (SA). In this case, high level
of mental workload is necessary to maintain a fair level of SA. However, mental
workload can compete with SA when the operator spends more attentional resource
to perform a complex task, and hence less resource is available for him/her to update
the information of emerging situation. Therefore, a high level of mental workload
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can lead to either good SA or poor SA (Vidulich & Tsang, 2015).
Measures of mental workload. Similar to SA, mental workload can also be
assessed by performance-based measures and subjective rating measures. However,
operator’s performance could not directly capture mental workload because it is
grounded on the assumption that higher mental workload will lead to poor
performance (Rubio, Diaz, Martin & Puente, 2004). Also, the relations between
mental workload and performance remain unclear because both of them can be
affected by other factors. Therefore, subjective rating measures are mostly used to
assess mental workload in previous literature. Moreover, compared to performance
measures, subjective rating measures is easier to implement.
NASA Task Load Index (TLX) is one of the subject-rating measures of mental
workload proposed by Hart & Staveland (1998). It employed six dimensions to
assess mental workload. They are (1) Mental demand, (2) Physical demand, (3)
Temporal demand, (4) Performance, (5) Effort and (6) Frustration. Table 12 describes
the definition of NASA-TLX dimensions.
Table 12
Description on the six NASA-TLX dimensions
Dimensions

Description

Mental demand

Amount of mental and perceptual activity required

Physical demand

Amount of physical activity required

Temporal demand

Feeling of time pressure

Performance

Feeling of successfully in accomplishing your goals

Effort

Mental and physical effort required

Frustration

Feeling of discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed

Respondent are required to perform two procedures. Firstly, paired-comparison.
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In each pair of comparison, two of the dimensions are presented to respondents (e.g.
temporal demand verus mental demand). Respondents are required to choose which
dimension is more important or more relevant to their perceived definition of mental
workload. Comparison across six dimensions yield to 15 pairs of comparison in total.
This procedure can tap into the individual difference on the definition on mental
workload. It is used to compute the weighting of each dimension: the number of
times that a dimension is chosen as more relevant represents the weighting.
Secondly, respondent give TLX rating on each dimension based on twenty-step
bipolar scales (from 0-100, the lowest to the highest). A global, single TLX score are
obtained by multiplying the weight by the individual dimension scale score, and
dividing by 15 (Hart & Staveland ,1998).
NASA-TlX have been suggested to be non-intrusive, sensitive to the task
difficulty and highly correlated with performance (Rubio et al.,2004). It has been
extensively used to assess mental workload in air traffic control and military (Hart,
2006), but in recent years, it starts being applied in clinical research. For example,
Yurko, Scerbo, Prabhu, Acker & Stefanidis (2010) investigated the effect of mental
workload on medical student’s performance in a simulated laparoscopic task. Mental
workload was measured by NASA-TLX. Result suggested that TLX rating was
negatively correlated with laparoscopic performance score. It suggested that higher
mental workload was associated with inferior task performance.
To summarize, mental workload has been suggested as a cognitive construct
that is closely related to SA. Also, higher level of mental workload in anaesthetists
was found to diminish their performance. Yet, no previous studies have investigated
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the effect of automated record keeping on anaesthetists’ mental workload.
Hypotheses
In term of vigilance, we hypothesize that AIMS will impair anaesthetists’
vigilance compared to manual record keeping. Anaesthesia monitoring during
uneventful period is associated with the problem of boredom (Weinger & Smith,
1993). Performing manual record keeping can prevent anaesthetists from mind
wandering and also allow them to stay alertness. However, the use of AIMS would
spare anaesthetists from the time spent in manual record keeping, which may in turn
result in idle time. Vigilance decrement may take place when anaesthetists are having
insufficient task demand and excessive boredom.
In term of SA, we hypothesize that AIMS will impair anaesthetists’ SA. When
anaesthetists perform manual record keeping, anaesthetists’ role remains an active
processor of information in a data-logging process. Manual record keeping can force
anaesthetists to be aware of the details in patient’s physiological variables throughout
the operation. However, the use of AIMS shifts the role of anaesthetists to a passive
recipient of information. Anaesthetists only need to passively monitor AIMS to
perform record keeping task. The record can be generated without passing through
anaesthetists’ consciousness. Therefore, during a long period of passive monitoring,
anaesthetists easily get detached from the emerging situation and finally lead to a
decline in SA.
In term of mental workload, we hypothesize that AIMS will reduce
anaesthetists’ mental workload. Manual record keeping requires anaesthetists to
update the patient’s physiological variables in a handwritten record every five
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minutes. And it involves a lot of mental effort to complete. For example,
anaesthetists need to search the patient’s vital signs from the monitor, remember
the value, and then transform the value into plot in the record. The use of AIMS
can free anaesthetist from the mental effort spent in manual record keeping task
and result in a lower mental workload.
To summarize, we propose the following three hypotheses:
H1: AIMS will impair anaesthetists’ vigilance compared to using manual
record keeping
H2: AIMS will impair anaesthetists’ SA compared to using manual record
keeping
H3: AIMS will reduce anaesthetists’ mental workload compared to using
manual record keeping
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METHOD
Conditions
This study consisted of one independent variable (record keeping method), with
two levels (automated record keeping vs. manual record keeping). There were three
primary outcomes in this study, including anaesthetists’ vigilance, SA and mental
workload. Secondary outcomes included anaesthetists’ tasks time distribution and
anaesthesia record completeness.
A between-group design was adopted in this study. Two conditions were (1)
AIMS (i.e. automated record keeping) and (2) Manual (i.e. manual record keeping).
Both condition required participants to take over a case of general anaesthesia and
perform record keeping. In AIMS, participants were required to finish a complete
anaesthesia record upon the use of AIMS. Although the patient’s vital signs were
automatically imported from physiological monitor, participants still need to
manually update the dosage of medication, volume of fluid infused and patients’
information via the free-text entry and drop-down menu in AIMS.
In Manual, participants were required to chart patient’s vital signs and keep
them updated in a five-minute interval. According to the standards of the American
Society of Anaesthetists, "Every patient receiving anaesthesia shall have arterial
blood pressure and heart rate determined and evaluated at least every five minutes
(Eichhorn et al.,1986). In addition to vital signs, participants also needed to
document all the medication information (e.g. dosage and type of medication) on a
handwritten anaesthesia record adopted by TMH.
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Simulation designs
A full-scale simulation was carried out in Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH). It
mimicked the actual surgery in four ways. First, it was carried out in the actual
operating theaters where anaesthetists work. The operating room provided equipment
and accessories for anaesthetists to administrate anaesthesia, including physiological
monitor, anaesthetic gas machine and medication carts. Second, it allowed
participants to administer the actual medication and fluid into a patient simulator.
The patient simulator is a mannequin that can respond like a living person (i.e. have
heart bate and breathing). Third, the scenario was manipulated by high-fidelity
simulators. To simulate a pre-designed scenario, a vital signs simulator was first used
to import the pre-determined vital signs to physiological monitor. Physiological
monitor is a system that allows anaesthetists to monitor patient’s vital signs
parameters, including heart rate, blood pressure and end-tidal CO2. Then, the patient
simulator was connected to physiological monitor so that it responds to the variation
in vital signs (e.g. it showed a faster heart beat when the heart rate is high. Fourth, all
confederates in the scenario were acted by clinicians at TMH, including anaesthetists
and nurses.
Scenario. The scenario was designed by three anaesthetists at TMH (one
consultant, one associate consultant and one resident trainee). It has gone through the
process of iterations for five times, in terms of the number of assessments, the
duration of the scenario and the nature of incidents). The scenario was further tested
with two procedural pilots to evaluate if the scenario was feasible and whether it can
tap into our hypothesis.
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The scenario was designed to illustrate the typical characteristic of anaesthesia --“hours of boredom punctuated by moments of terror”. It began with a period of
steadiness and then followed by three events-triggers (i.e. tourniquet pain, tourniquet
deflation and bleeding) and finally ended with stable patient status. Tourniquet pain
would increase patient’s blood pressure (BP) and result in hypertension. When the
tourniquet was released (i.e. tourniquet deflation), patient would experience a
dramatic drop in BP. A few minutes after tourniquet deflation, bleeding occur. Patient
would undergo excessive blood loss and tachycardia.
The scenario lasted for 45 minutes and comprised three phases, (1) pre-incident,
(2) incident and (3) post-incident period (See Figure 9). Pre-incident period indicated
the period of steadiness and boredom in which the patient’s status was stable.
Incident period was manipulated with three events-trigger in which the patient’s
status was deteriorating. And post-incident period represented the period when the
patients’ status was restored and stabilized. To ensure the consistency, the scenarios
presented to each participant was the same. Patient’s status would be restored in postincident period anyway even if the participant did not take any interventions in
incident-period. But this extreme case was not found in our data, all participants have
attempted to cope with the incidents.
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Figure 9: Description on the 45-minute scenario in simulation
To simulate the scenario and three event-triggers, patient’s vital sign were
simulated based on a pre-determined script (Appendix E6). The script specified the
value of patient’s vital signs, including heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), endtidal CO2 and oxygen saturation (SpO2) in each minute throughout the 45-minute
scenario. It was first designed by a resident trainee anaesthetist and then verified by a
consultant anaesthetist Vital signs varied with different event-triggers. For example,
when bleeding occur, patient’s BP would decrease from 120/50 to 80/40 to represent
hypotension. In addition to vital signs, confederates also create cues for blood loss by
sucking some artificial pinkish fluid into suction bottle and produced some bloody
gauze on the floor
With respect to the patient, it was characterized as a 40-year-old male,
construction site worker, who sustained a crush injury of right foot during work by a
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fallen metal bar. He had good past health and has no other trauma sustained. In this
scenario, the anaesthesia undergoing was general endotracheal anaesthesia and the
operation undergoing was an emergency right below knee amputation. But the
scenario only required participants to perform maintenance phase, in which the
patient simulator has been intubated when participants entered operating theatre.
Besides, two incidental events were added into the scenario to mimic the possible
distractions may have in actual operation. First, in the 11th minute, surgeon would
accidently drop a metal surgical equipment on the floor to create some noise. Second,
in the 39th minute, the operating room phone rang and the confederate of runner
nurse would pick up the call. These two incidental events were designed under the
discussion with anaesthetists which were regarded as parts of the source of
background noise in operating room.
Table 13 summarizes the characteristics of the scenario used in simulation.
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Table 13
Summary on the design of scenario adopted in simulation study
Characteristics

Description

Duration

45 minutes

Patient

A 40-year-old male, construction site worker,
sustained a crush injury of right foot during work
by a fallen metal bar, good past health and has no
other trauma sustained

Type of surgery

Emergency right below knee amputation

Type of anaesthesia

General endotracheal anaesthesia

Phase of anaesthesia

Maintenance phase

Events in scenarios

Began with a period of steadiness in pre-incident
period and then followed by three events-triggers
in incident-period and end with steadiness in
post-incident period

Tasks to anaesthetists

Patient- care and record keeping

Personnel in the scenario. Each simulation scenario had seven people, each with
a different role, in the operating theatre:
(1) Confederate A: a senior anaesthetist who handover the case to the
participant);
(2) Confederate B: a runner nurse who assisted anaesthetist’ work in the OT
(3) Confederate C: a surgeon who performed the surgical operation; he would
announce “off the tourniquet’ in the 20th minutes to induce the event-trigger of
“tourniquet deflation’;
(4) Confederate D: a scrub nurse who assisted surgeon’s work; she was
responsible for inducing the sound of suction tubing
(5) A simulator operator: was responsible to operate the vital signs simulator;
(6) Experimenter A: was responsible to measure and collect SA and mental
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workload responses from participants; and
(7) Experimenter B: was responsible to record participants’ vigilance and SA
reaction times
All personal played the same role in every simulation session to ensure the
consistency. Confederates were acted by actual clinicians at TMH. Senior
anaesthetist, scrub nurse, surgeon and the simulator operator were actual
anaesthetists whereas the runner nurse was acted by an actual runner nurse.
To mimic the actual operation, participants were allowed to interact with the
surgical team, including surgeon, scrub nurse, runner nurse and senior anaesthetist.
For example, participant could ask surgeon about the progress of operation and blood
loss. And they could also ask scrub nurse about the volume of fluid in suction bottle.
They could also request runner nurse to take the medication or fluid needed.
Although senior anaesthetist was not in the operating room during the scenario, he
could be reached by phone.
Generate SA queries using Goal-directed task analysis (GDTA)
GDTA was conducted before developing the scenario-specific SA queries. The
objective of GDTA is to understand the essential information that anaesthetists need
to acquire complete SA (Level 1, 2 and 3), support key decision making and finally
achieve sub-goals and main goals. The advantage of conducting GDTA is to ensure
that the SA queries can tap into the most relevant and important SA requirement in a
specific scenario.
In the current study, we have conducted GDTA with the input from five
anaesthetists at TMH. They have different levels of expertise, ranging from resident
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trainee to consultant anaesthetists. GDTA begins with conducting a semi-structure
interview with anaesthetists. Next, a goal tree was formulated based on the result of
interview. Then, SA requirements were pooled and finally transformed into SA
queries. Figure 10 shows the procedure of conducting GDTA in our study.

Figure 10: Procedure of conducting GDTA in Study 2
Firstly, a semi-structured interview was conducted to understand the essential
information needed for anaesthetists to achieve a good SA. We conducted the
interview with three anaesthetists at TMH who have different seniority (i.e.
consultant anaesthetists, associate consultant anaesthetists and resident specialists)
respectively. In the beginning of the interview, interviewees were informed the
objective of interview and the definition of SA. Also, they were reminded that there
was no right or wrong answers for the questions. The interview was divided into two
parts: part A(general) and part B (scenario-specific). In part A, interviewees needed
to answer four questions based on their previous anaesthesia experiences:
Q1. What do you perceive as good SA?
Q2. If you want to achieve a perfect SA, what kind of information you will need
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to know?
Q3. Can you explain why the above-mentioned information are important?
Q4. How can the above-mentioned information help you to achieve good SA?
In part B, interviewees were given a specific scenario that adopted in the current
study. They were shown a scenario overview, including the patient’s characteristic
and the surgery undergoing. They were asked to answer the same four questions (Q1Q4) again based on the scenario. The interview lasted for 15- 20 minutes and we
thanked interviewee for their participation at the end of the interview. The result of
interview can be found in Appendix B1.
Secondly, a goal tree was formulated based on the result of semi-structure
interview. It specified the following:
(a) the main goal of anaesthetists across different operations,
(b) sub-goals for meeting the main goals,
(c) key decision for meeting the sub-goals and (
d) SA requirement for making the key decisions in Level 1,2, 3.
Our GDTA suggested the main goal of anaesthetists is assuring the patient
safety. Under this main goal, are four sub-goals for anaesthetists to meet, including
(1) delivering an effective general anaesthesia, (2) achieving the end-points required
for the surgery with the least risk to patients, (3) enabling a better post-operative
management and (4) finishing a completed and accurate clinical documentation. A
semi-goal tree that lists out the main goal, sub-goal and key decisions of anaesthetists
was shown in Figure 11. A detailed goal tree that also specified the SA requirement
of each key decision can be found in Appendix B2
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Figure 11: The goal tree listing he main goal, sub-goals and key decision of anaesthetists 

Thirdly, a copy of goal-tree was given to a resident trainee anaesthetist for
review. Based on the result of GDTA, SA requirements were pooled and then
categorized into three levels. The SA requirement for Level 1,2 and 3 in our scenario
can be found in Appendix B3.
Fourth, under the discussion with the resident trainee anaesthetist, we selected
the most relevant and important SA requirement that specially applied to our scenario
and then transform them into SA queries. The target answer for each SA query were
also determined by anaesthetist. For queries that required quantitative answers, such
as estimated blood loss and blood pressure, within 10% deviation from the actual
value was also regarded as correct responses. To ensure the validity of SA queries,
every SA query and corresponding target answers were verified and finalized by a
consultant anaesthetist.
As a result, a total of nine SA queries were delivered to participants during
simulation, with three assessing SA Level 1(perception), three assessing SA Level
2(comprehension) and three assessing SA Level 3 (prediction). To obtain a more
informative measure on SA, all queries required participants to give short answer
rather than simple binary responses. Table 14 describe the SA queries used in the
simulation with three SA levels across three phases.
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Table 14
Description on SA queries used in Study 2
SA levels
Perception (Level 1)

Phase
Pre-incident period

SA query
What is the level of
hemoglobin of patient?

Incident

What is the patient’ baseline
BP?

Post-incident

How much blood has patient
lost?

Comprehension (Level 2)

Pre-incident period

What is the most possible
cause for patient’s
hypertension?

Incident

What is the most possible
cause for patient’s
hypotension?

Post-incident

Is the bleeding controlled?
Why?

Prediction (Level 3)

Pre-incident period

If you do not give any
interventions, what will
happen to the BP?

Incident

If you do not give any
interventions, what will
happen to the end-tidal CO2?

Post-incident

If you do not give any
interventions, what will
happen to the hemoglobin
level? Why?

For SA Level 1 queries, participants were tested with their ability to perceive
patient’ baseline vital signs such as hemoglobin level, blood pressure. Participants
with good SA Level 1 should be able to locate this essential information from the
environment accurately and quickly. For example, participants can find the patient’s
hemoglobin level on a pre-operative assessment sheet and patient’s baseline blood
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pressure on the manual chart or AIMS. Also, they can estimate the patient’s blood
loss by monitoring the volume of fluid in the suction bottle, asking the scrub nurse
about the volume of saline drip applied or observing the number of blood gauze on
the floor.
For SA Level 2 queries, participants were evaluated their comprehension of the
patient’s status and attribute the causes behind. In our scenario, participants were
asked to give the most possible reason for hypertension and hypotension.
Anaesthetists with good SA Level 2 should be able to integrate the available patient’s
information in the environment (SA level 1) with his/her medical knowledge or
experience. For example, to determine the most possible cause for patient’s
hypertension, participants should have been aware of patient’s increasing blood
pressure in physiological monitor, and acknowledged the surgical procedure (i.e.
tourniquet) undergoing in patient. With the medical knowledge that patient’s blood
pressure would increase when patients feel painful, they could attribute the patient’s
hypertension to tourniquet pain. In post-incident period, SA Level 2 query required
participants to determine if the patient’s bleeding have been controlled. To make this
decision, participants should pay attention to a number of cues and integrate them
with their experience or knowledge. For example, the frequency of suction tubing
sound, the volume of fluid in suction bottle, the number of blood gauze in the
surgical field and the trend of change in patient’s blood pressure.
For SA Level 3 queries, participants were assessed their ability on projecting
patient’s future status. In our scenario, participants were required to predict the
change in patient’s vital signs (i.e. blood pressure, end-tidal CO2 and hemoglobin
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level) if they do NOT give any interventions. This SA query format was adapted
from the SA query Level 3 format used by McKenna et al., (2014)’s study. In their
study, participants were required to project patient’s vital signs if the patient
condition did not improve. The advantage of using this query format is to ensure
participants’ responses would not be affected by the time of query delivered. If
simply asking participants what will happen to patient’s blood pressure in next few
minute, participants responses may vary depend on whether intervention have been
taken or not.
SA Level 3 can be achieved through the perception of the patient’s element (SA
Level 1) and the comprehension of the patient’s status (SA Level 2). For example,
participants with good SA Level 3 should be able to perceive patient’s baseline and
current hemoglobin level (SA Level 1), and comprehend that the patient is
undergoing severe blood loss (SA Level 2) and finally articulate that the hemoglobin
level would drop gradually if there is not enough blood replacement,
Participants
Ethics approvals were obtained from TMH (NTWC/CREC/17065) and Lingnan
University (EC-063/1617) respectively.
Twenty anaesthetists at TMH (11 male and 9 female) were randomly assigned
into two conditions, yielding to10 participants in each condition. Their years of
experience in anaesthesia was ranged from 1.4 to 8 years, and the average years of
experience was 3.3 years. All participants had experience using AIMS to perform
anaesthesia record keeping with an average of 2.9 years. However, 50 % of
participants had never used manual record keeping. Even for those who have
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experience in manual record, they reported that they have used manual record for
more than less than five times.
The demographic data indicated that the expertise of participants in two groups
were similar, in terms of their experience in anaesthesia, in orthopedic procedure and
in amputation surgery respectively. Table 15 summarized the expertise of participants
in two conditions.
Table 15
Anaesthetists’ years of experience in anaesthesia, orthopedic procedure and amputation
surgery in simulation study
Expertise

AIMS

Manual

Experience in anaesthesia (years)

3.4

3.2

Experience in orthopedic procedure (years)

1.7

1.8

Experience in amputation surgery (times)

11.3

11.7

Primary outcomes
A total of six vigilance assessment points, nine SA queries and three mental
workload assessments were distributed into three phases evenly. Figure 12 illustrated
the timeline of assessments delivered in the 45-minute scenario (i.e. V=vigilance,
S=SA and T=TLX rating).
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Figure 12: Timeline of assessment delivered in the 45-minute scenario
Vigilance. Vigilance was measured by a detection of an auditory stimulus,
which was the sound of suction tubing. It is highly clinically-relevant because it
provides an auditory signal for patients’ blood loss during operation. During the
simulation, scrub nurse would use the suction machine to suck some fluid into the
suction bottle to induce suction tubing sound at a specific point of time. Participants
were instructed to say “$” ( “heard it” in Chinese) once they detect the suction
sound. A total of six vigilance assessment points were evenly distributed across three
phases. Vigilance was measured by the detection rate and reaction time (only for
those successful detection) for participants to detect the sound of suction tubing.
Reaction time was first recorded by Experimenter B during simulation with the use
of digital stopwatch and then retrospectively verified by using video data coding.
Situation awareness (SA). Situation present assessment method (SPAM)
developed by Durso et al. (2004) was employed in this study to measure a real-time
SA. SPAM assessed each participant on three measures, including query response
accuracy (%), query response time (s) and query acceptance time (s). Query response
accuracy (%) and query response time (s) (for those responses that are correct) are
SA measures whereas query accept time (s) are used to infer mental workload.
In our study, SA queries were delivered to participants by a mobile phone.
Experimenter A would call the participants via mobile phone to prompt the SA
queries. The ringing tone of the phone served as a signal of query delivery.
Participants needed to indicate that they were ready for answering queries by picking
up the call and said “;” (“Hello” in Cantonese). Experimenter B would measure the
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query acceptance time (i.e. latency between the phone ring and the call being picked
up). When participants were ready, Experimenter A started delivering the SA queries
and wait for participants’ answers. Meanwhile, Experimenter B would record query
response time (i.e. the response latency between the query being asked and answer
being received). “Answer being received” was counted as the time when participants
gave the answer to query rather than they begin talking. Because some participants
began talking with speech disfluency (e.g. saying “er” or “um”) before giving the
answer. After participants responded to all SA queries, Query response accuracy (%)
was calculated by dividing the number of ‘correct” responses by the total number of
queries. Figure 13 illustrates the timeline when using SPAM.

Figure 13: Timeline when using SPAM
Mental workload. Subjective mental workload was assessed by The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart &
Staveland, 1988). NASA-TLX consists of six dimensions of mental workload,
including (a) mental demand, (b) physical demand, (c) temporal demand, (d)
performance, (e) effort and (f) frustration level.
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Following common practice of using NASA-TLX, participants were first
required to complete the procedure of paired comparison to evaluate the relative
importance among six dimensions. There were total of 15 paired comparisons and
their order of listing will be randomized (Appendix C3). In each of the paired
comparison, anaesthetists needed to decide which dimension is more important or
relevant to their personal definition of workload than another one. The number of
times a dimension was decided as more relevant is transferred to the weighing of that
dimension scale. During simulation, Experimenter A gave a workload rating
questionnaire to participants at pre-determined time (Appendix C4). Participants
needed to give their workload rating from 0 (lowest workload) to 100 (the highest
workload) in each individual dimension in the end of each phase (i.e. pre-incident,
incident and post-incident). Based on the individual dimension and the weight in
paired comparison, we could compute a single workload rating for each phase (i.e.
pre-incident, incident, post-incident). An overall workload rating for participants was
computed by the mean of workload rating across three phases.
For each period:
Individual dimension scale rating × Individual weight
Individ
TLX rating

=
15

Overall (Across three periods):

TLX rating

=

Sum of single workload rating in each period
3
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Secondary outcomes
In addition to primary outcomes, we also investigated whether AIMS would
affect anaesthetists’ percentage of time spent in different tasks (i.e. task time
distribution). Besides, we studied whether anaesthetists using AIMS can generate a
more complete anaesthetists record (i.e. record completeness) compared to manual
record keeping.
Tasks time distribution. During simulation, participant’s task performance was
simultaneously videotaped by a digital video recorder from a OT’s view and a headmounted camera from a participant’s view. Then, A video coding software
Datavyu1.3.4 was adopted to retrospectively categorize the time in 45-minute
scenario to different tasks performed by the participants. Seven task categories have
been identified. They were (1) record input, (2) looking at record, (3) looking at
physiological monitor, (4) looking at anaesthetic gas machine, (5) looking at patient,
(6) perform patient-care related activity and (7) interaction with surgical team.
Among these seven tasks, four of the tasks including looking at record, physiological
monitor, anaesthetic gas machine were regarded as sub-tasks under visual
monitoring task.
We defined the meaning and criteria for each of the task category (See Table
16). After data coding, the percentage of time that participants spent in seven
different tasks categories in AIMS was compared with Manual.
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Table 16
Definition and criteria for seven tasks categories
Task categories
1. Record input

Definition/criteria
AIMS

Type information with the keyboard or mouse
or
touch the screen

2. Looking at record

Manual

Write down information with pen

AIMS:

Look at AIMS WITHOUT using keyboard or
mouse

Manual
3. Looking at physiological

Look at manual record WITHOUT using pen

Look at or touch the screen on the monitor

monitor
4. Looking at anaesthetic

Look at or press the buttons on the machine

gas machine
5. Looking at patient

Visual: Look at patient’s head, body or IV access

6. Perform patient-care

Administer medication in patient’s IV access

related activity

Administer medication via automated pump machine
Adjust the volume of anaesthetic gas
Pump the fluid in the pump set

7. Interaction with surgical
team

Talk with surgeon, scrub nurse, runner or senior
anaesthetists

Record completeness. We retrospectively compared the completeness between
the manual record charted by participants and the automated record generated by
AIMS. We adapted he method used by Edwards et al (2013)’s study, records were
assessed against a checklist modified from the PS06 document (2001),
“Recommendation on the Recording of an Episode of Anaesthesia Care”. It was the
guideline adopted by the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists
(ANZCA). The guideline suggested that a complete anaesthesia record should
include (1) Basic information (e.g. name of the patient, surgeon, anaesthetists and
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hospital etc.), (2) Pre-anaesthesia consultation information (e.g. airway assessment,
concurrent therapy etc.), (3) Anaesthesia information (e.g. anaesthetic technique) and
(4) Post-anaesthesia Information (e.g. respiratory status). However, our scenario only
included maintenance phase, in which participants were only required to complete
the intra-operative information on the record. Therefore, only items in the
“Anaesthesia information’ component in the guideline were selected for the checklist
(Appendix D3), yielding a total of 15 items in the checklist.
Twenty anaesthesia records (10 in Manual and 10 in AIMS) were distributed to
two anaesthetists of different level of expertise: a consultant anaesthetists with more
than 10 years of experience in manual record keeping and a resident trainee with no
prior experience in manual record keeping. They assessed the completeness of record
based on the checklist independently. For each of the checklist item, they graded 1 if
the item was present, 0.5 if the item was incompletely recorded and 0 if the item was
absent. Overall completion rate (%) of was computed to represented the record
completeness of a record.

Record completeness

=

Overall completion %

=

Sum of completion% in each item
15

Apparatus
The layout of operating theater was divided into two areas. One area was for the
scenario setting and another area was for conducting the briefing and training
sessions. Figure 14 illustrated the layout of OT1 and Figure 15 showed an overview


8

 Credit to noun project;Laptop by Gregor Cresnar, Patient by LOOK AND FEEL, Nurse by Gregor
Cresnar, Doctor by Sergey Demushkin, Scientist by Gan Khoon Lay, Camera by Studio Fibonacci,
GoPro by Martin LEBRETON, Doctor by Priyanka and digital clock by Amanda Widjaya. 
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of operating theatre during simulation.

Figure 14: The layout of OT
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Figure 15: An overview of OT during simulation
For scenario setting, anaesthesia workstation (i.e. physiological monitor,
anaesthetic gas machine and AIMS) was equipped for participants to perform
monitoring tasks. But AIMS only functioned in AIMS conditions and it would be
turned off when it was in Manual condition. To control, in AIMS condition, all
participants were using the same and the latest version of AIMS to perform record
keeping. An anaesthesia cart was also provided to participants with tools that were
necessary for administering anaesthesia. To increase the fidelity of scenario,
confederate of surgeons and scrub nurses used the actual equipment to perform
amputation surgery, including tourniquet machine, suction bottle machine, a set of
scalpels and diathermy. A Fluke™ ProSim 8 Vital Signs Patient Monitor Simulator
was connected to a patient simulator (i.e.SimMan® 3G) and a Philips physiological
monitor to simulate the vital signs throughout the simulation.
Each simulation session was videotaped by three video recorders respectively.
One digital video recorder recorded the briefing, training and debriefing session.
Another video recorder was used to capture the 45-minture scenario from a OT’s
view (See Figure 16a). It was equipped with an AZDEN® external microphone to
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improve the audio quality of video data. One GoPro Hero 5 was used as a headmounted camera to capture the 45-minture scenario from the participants’ view (See
Figure 16b).

Figure 16a: OT’s view when participants performed record keeping in AIMS

Figure 16b: Participant’s’ view when participant performed record keeping in AIMS
The two experimenters were partitioned out from the participant. Only
experimenter A would go to the participant when it was time for administering the
SA or mental workload assessment. To facilitate the communication between
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experimenter and confederates, three sets of Motorola two-way radio transceiver (i.e.
walkie-talkie) were employed. Experimenter A would use walkie-talkie to deliver a
verbal reminder to scrub nurse 10 seconds before the point of suction tubing sound.
A stopwatch (displayed on an IPad) was placed near the entrance of OT so that
confederates, experimenters and simulator operator can all see it. The use of
stopwatch can ensure that simulator operator and experimenter simulated vital signs
and delivered at pre-determined times. Besides, another stopwatch was used by
Experimenter B to record the vigilance reaction time, SA query acceptance time and
response time respectively.
Incidental
A set of paper materials (for participants, experimenters and confederates
respectively) were used in this study which can be found in Appendices.
Appendix C- for participants:
(C1) Written consent form , (C2) Demographic questionnaire, (C3) NASA-TLX
paired comparison questionnaire , (C4)NASA-TLX workload rating questionnaire,
(C5) Debriefing sheet
Appendix D- for experimenters:
(D1) Vigilance and SPAM record sheet I, (D2)Vigilance and SPAM record sheet II
and (D3) Percentage completeness of anaesthesia record checklist
Appendix E- for confederates:
(E1) Sim-man familiarization script, (E2) Handover script, Action scripts for scrub
nurse (E3), surgeon (E4) and runner nurse (E5).
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Procedure
Briefing. Each simulation session began with a five-minute briefing. When the
participant arrived, Experimenter A introduced the objective of the study to the
participant. Then, written informed consent (Appendix C1) was collected from
participants. They were informed that their participation in the simulation was
completely voluntary. All the data collected were only for research purpose and had
no bearing on their job performance. They were also informed that the whole
simulation session would be videotaped. After written informed consent were
obtained from participants, participant was asked to complete a demographic
questionnaire (Appendix C2), which ask about their experience of using AIMS,
handwritten record and in surgical training.
Sim-man familiarization. Next, participants were given a five-minute sim-man
familiarization to familiarize themselves with the simulation in detail (Appendix E1).
One of the scenario personnel explained the components of simulation one by one to
participants, including the setting of OT, the role of confederates in OT, and the
characteristic (e.g. airway and breathing) of the patient simulator. Participants were
instructed on how to work with the patient simulator, e.g. where to administer
medication and how to examine the patient’s pulse. They were also informed where
to locate the patient’s information. For example, patient’s pulse oximetry could be
found in physiological monitor whereas patient’s end-tidal CO2 could be found on a
separate laptop. For participants in Manual, in addition to the sim-man
familiarization, they were also given a familiarization on manual record to learn how
to complete the manual chart.
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Training. Next, participants received a 15-minute training. The training phase
involved showing participants a set of PowerPoint slides that would train them how
to respond to the three assessments: vigilance, SA and mental workload. Figure 17
illustrated the rundown of training.
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Figure 17: The rundown of training
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For vigilance, participants were first familiarized with a pre-recorded suction
sound and were tested with three practice trials of how to respond. In each of the
practice trials, participants would listen to a 20-second recording of OT background
noise, consisting of the noise of using diathermy and the clanging sound of mental
equipment. Suction tubing sound was edited to the background noise at a different
point of time. Participants were instructed to say “$” ( “Heard it” in Cantonese)
when hearing the suction sound in the recording. One of the practice trials was
designed to not to include any suction sound and participants were expected to give
no responses to it.
For SA, participants were first instructed about the procedure of receiving SA
queries (i.e. Prompt queries, accept queries, queries start, receive answers and the
endo of the call). Next, they would listen to the ringing tone of the phone to ensure
they know the signal of SA query. Next, they were given three practice trials
followed by feedbacks from Experimenters A. Each practice trial would play a 30second video clip showing the screen of physiological monitor and demonstrate a
mini-scenario. During the video was playing, Experimenter A would call participants
and deliver a SA query. Only one SA query was delivered in each trial, and each
query represents different SA levels (1, 2 and 3) respectively.
For mental workload, participants were first instructed to spend a few minutes
reading the description of the six NASA-TLX dimensions. Then, they completed the
pair comparison procedure and were instructed how to give workload rating during
the simulation session.
Handover. Confederate A (as a senior anaesthetist) would introduce the
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scenario to participants. The participant was asked to take over a case of general
anaesthesia alone because Confederate A had another emergency case to deal with.
The participant was informed the characteristic of the patient, the surgery undergoing
and the medication have been applying. To ensure that the information received by
every participant were identical, confederate A was required to handover the case to
participants based on a pre-determined script (Appendix E2)
Simulation. After the handover finished, Confederate A would leave the OT and
the 45-minute simulation would start immediately.
Debriefing. After the simulation finished, participants were told about the
rationale and implication of the study (Appendix C5). Also, if experimenter A & B
had any questions, they would ask participants for clarification. For example, if
participant missed all the vigilance points, experimenters would ask him/her if he/she
really could not hear any suction sound or feel confused about the instruction.
Finally, the participant was reminded not to disclose any details of the study to their
colleagues.
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RESULT
Video data coding
The objective of video data coding was to verify the measures in the primary
outcome (i.e. vigilance reaction time, query acceptance and query response time) and
analysis the secondary outcome (i.e. task time distribution).
A video coding software Datavyu1.3.4 was adopted to perform data coding. It
supports multiple data streams which allows simultaneously analyzing video data
from OT’s view and participants’ view in this study.
Figure 18 showed the Datavyu’s interface of three windows: a controller, a
spreadsheet and the data source. Based on the video data in different views,
experimenter used the controller to record the onset and offset of each task under
seven task categories on the spreadsheet.

Figure 18: The interface of Datavyu during data coding
For primary outcomes, Datavyu could accurately record the onset and the offset
time when vigilance assessment and SA queries were administered. Therefore, it was
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used to verify the vigilance reaction time, query acceptance and query response
times. For secondary outcome, Datavyu could retrospectively categorized the video
data into different tasks performed by the participants. It was used to generate the
task time distribution in a 45-minute simulation. The seven task categories were (1)
Record input, (2) Looking at record, (3) Looking at physiological monitor, (4)
Looking at anaesthetic gas machine, (5) Looking at patient, (6) Perform patient-care
related activity and (7) Interaction with surgical team.
70% of video data in AIMS condition and 74% of video data in Manual
condition was successfully coded by Datavyu, including the time for participants to
spend in three assessments (i.e. vigilance, SA and mental workload) and in seven
tasks categories throughout the 45-minute simulation.
Primary outcomes
One-tailed independent-sample t-tests was performed to compare the levels of
vigilance, SA and mental workload in Manual and AIMS conditions.
Vigilance. Vigilance was assessed by participants’ detection rate (%) and
reaction time (s) in six vigilance assessment points (i.e. suction tubing sound).
Reaction time was counted only when participant could detect the suction sound.
Higher vigilance detection rate and shorter reaction time indicate a higher level of
vigilance.
Detection rate (%). Independent-sample t-test showed that the AIMS (M =
56.7, SD = 32.6) did not significantly impair vigilance detection rate (%) compared
to Manual (M = 56.7, SD = 31.6), t (18) = 0.00, p = 0.5. Also, participants in AIMS
did not show a lower vigilance detection rate across different phases (i.e. pre-incident
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period, incident-period and post-incident period) compared to those who in Manual.
Table 17 showed the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of vigilance
detection rate (%) in two conditions.
Table 17
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in vigilance detection rate (%)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

56.7

32.6

56.7

31.6

0.00

Pre-incident

65.0

41.2

50.0

47.1

0.76

Incident

45.0

36.9

60.0

39.4

-0.88

Post-incident

60.0

39.4

60.0

31.6

0.00

Overall vigilance detection (%)
By phase

Reaction time (s). Results showed that participants in AIMS (M = 3.5, SD =
1.6) did not take significantly longer reaction time than those in Manual (M = 3.5, SD
= 1.6), t (17) = 0.01, p = 0.49. Also, participants in AIMS did not take longer reaction
time to detect suction sound across different simulation phases compared to those in
Manual. Table 18 showed the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of
vigilance reaction time (s) in two conditions.
Table 18
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in vigilance reaction time (s)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

3.5

1.6

3.5

1.6

0.01

Pre-incident

3.0

1.5

2.3

1.1

0.97

Incident

3.8

3.0

4.0

2.0

-0.16

Post-incident

3.6

1.5

4.4

4.0

-0.53

Overall reaction time (s)
By phase

AIMS did not impair anaesthetists’ vigilance in terms of both detection rate (%)
and reaction time (s). Therefore, H1 is not supported by the current result.
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Situation Awareness (SA). SA was measured by query response accuracy (%)
and query response time (s) in nine pre-designed SA queries. Query response time
was counted only when participants could answer SA queries correctly. Higher query
response accuracy and shorter query response time indicate better SA. Among SA
responses from 20 participants, three of the SA responses, each from a different
participant, were discarded and was not included in the data analysis because of
technical fault and communication breakdown between experimenters and
participants.
Query response accuracy (%). Independent-sample t-test showed that AIMS (M
= 86.4, SD = 13.9) did not result in a significantly lower query response accuracy in
participants compared to Manual (M = 92.1, SD = 7.6), t (14) = -1.14, p = 0.14. Also,
in term of simulation phases, AIMS did not show lower query accuracy compared to
Manual across three phases. However, in terms of different SA levels, participants in
AIMS (M = 85.0, SD = 20.0) showed a significantly lower response accuracy in SA
Level 1 query, compared to participant in Manual (M = 100, SD = 0), t (9) = -2.38, p
= .02. Table 19 showed the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of query
response accuracy (%) in two conditions.
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Table 19
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in query response accuracy rate (%)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

86.4

13.9

92.1

7.6

-1.14

Level 1

85.0

20.0

100.0

0

-2.38*

Level 2

86.6

23.3

85.0

20.0

0.17

Level 3

86.7

17.2

90

16.1

-0.45

Pre-incident

83.3

22.4

93.3

14.1

-0.16

Incident

86.7

17.2

96.7

10.5

-1.10

90

16.1

86.7

17.2

0.45

Overall
By SA levels

By phase

Post-incident
Note. * p < .05

Query response time (s). Results showed that participants in AIMS (M = 4.8,
SD = 2.2) did not take significantly longer query response time compared to Manual
(M = 5.0, SD = 2.6), t (18) = -0.18. p = 0.43. Table 20 showed the Mean (M),
standard deviation (SD) and t-value of query response time (s) in two conditions.
Table 20
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in query response time (s)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

4.8

2.2

5.0

2.6

-0.18

Level 1

4.2

2.2

5.8

4.5

-0.97

Level 2

5.1

2.6

4.6

3.3

0.39

Level 3

4.8

3.3

4.2

2.4

0.47

Pre-incident

3.5

1.7

6.2

5.7

-1.48

Incident

3.9

1.6

3.4

1.0

0.89

Post-incident

6.7

5.1

5.8

4.1

0.44

Overall
By SA levels

By phase
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AIMS did not impair anaesthetists’ overall SA in terms of both detection rate
and reaction time. Therefore, H2 is not supported by the current result.
Mental workload. Mental workload was assessed by participant’s self-reported
NASA TLX rating and their query acceptance time (i.e. how long they take to accept
the SA queries). For NASA-TLX rating, it was presented in a scale from 0 (the
lowest) to 100 (the highest). Higher TLX rating represented a higher mental
workload. For the dimension of ‘performance”, 0 represented “failure” and 100
represented “perfect”. Higher rating in performance” represents a lower mental
workload. Therefore, the rating in “performance’ was reserve-scored prior to data
analysis.
NASA-TLX ratings. Results showed that participants in AIMS (M = 34.2, SD =
12.5) reported a significantly lower TLX rating than those in Manual (M = 46.7, SD
= 11.5), t (18) = -2.34, p < .05. Also, participants in AIMS reported a significantly
lower TLX rating than Manual particularly in pre-incident period and in postincident period.
In terms of the six dimensions under NASA-TLX, participants in AIMS reported
a significantly lower workload rating than Manual in four dimensions, including
“mental demand”, “temporal demand”, “effort” and “frustration”. Table 21 showed
the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of TLX rating (0-100) in two
conditions.
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Table 21
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in TLX rating
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

34.2

12.5

46.7

11.5

-2.34*

Pre-incident

28.3

11.9

41.5

16.1

-2.09*

Incident

44.1

21.1

54.8

14.1

-1.34

Post-incident

30.1

12.6

43.8

10.5

-2.65**

Mental demand

29.9

15.9

44.8

15.2

-2.15*

Physical demand

20.0

15

32.5

17.3

-1.76

Temporal demand

31.8

13.1

43.5

16.3

-1.76*

Performance

48.2

14.8

44.8

17.5

0.46

Effort

35.2

17

49.8

12.6

-2.20*

Frustration

28.3

16.2

41.3

15.8

-1.82*

Overall (0-100)
By phases

By dimensions

Note. ** p < .01, * p < .05

Query acceptance time (s). Result showed that participants in AIMS (M = 5.4,
SD = 1.4) did not take significantly longer time to accept SA queries than
participants in Manual (M = 5.4, SD = 1.3), t (18) = -0.15. p = 0.44. Table 22 showed
the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of query acceptance time (s) in
two conditions
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Table 22
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in query acceptance time(s)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

5.4

1.4

5.4

1.3

-0.15

Level 1

5.1

1.5

5.5

1.0

-0.68

Level 2

5.5

2.3

5.4

1.6

0.19

Level 3

5.4

1.8

5.5

1.4

-0.14

Pre-incident

4.7

1.1

5.9

2.1

-1.6

Incident

5.5

2.0

5.6

1.4

-0.03

Post-incident

5.8

1.7

4.9

1.1

1.40

Overall
By SA levels

By phase

Participants using AIMS reported a significantly lower TLX rating than using
manual record keeping but they did not take shorter time to accept a SA query.
However, query response time may be subjected to the individual difference on the
habit of picking up a call. For example, some participants tend to pick up the call as
soon as he/she hear the ringing tone whereas some participants prefer picking up the
call after finishing their tasks on hand. Based on the finding in TLX rating, we
concluded that AIMS can reduce anaesthetists’ mental workload. Therefore, H3 is
supported by the current result.
Secondary outcomes
Secondary outcomes included participant’s task time distribution and record
completeness. As we did not hypothesize the effect of AIMS on record completeness
and tasks time distribution, two-tailed tests were used in the following analysis.
Task time distribution. Video data analysis was conducted to compare AIMS and
Manual in anaesthetists’ task time distribution, which was measured by the
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percentage of time spent on the pre-identified seven tasks. They were (1) Record
input, (2) Looking at Record, (3) Looking at physiological monitor, (4) Looking at
anaesthetic gas machine, (5) Looking at patient, (6) Perform patient-care related
activity and (7) Interaction with surgical team. Among seven task categories, four of
the task (i.e. looking at physiological monitor, anaesthesia gas machine, patient and
record) are regarded as the sub-tasks under visual monitoring task.
Result showed that in AIMS, 64% of the total time (i.e. 45 minutes) and in
Manual, 70% of the total time can be accounted by the seven tasks. Task time
distribution was computed by the percentage of time spend an individual task within
the total time spent on seven tasks.
When comparing the tasks time distribution (%) between two conditions,
independent sample t-test showed that participant in Manual (M = 33.8, SD = 6.9)
spent significantly more time on record input than those who in AIMS (M = 26.0, SD
= 4.9), p = 0.01. However, there was no significant difference between two
conditions in the time spent in other six tasks categories. Table 23 showed the Mean
(M), standard deviation (SD) and t-value of tasks time distribution (%) in two
conditions
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Table 23
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in tasks time distribution (%)
AIMS

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

Record input

26.0

4.9

33.8

6.9

-2.87*

Look at record

7.6

5.5

6.5

4.1

0.52

Look at Physiological monitor

21.3

12.2

22.3

8.8

-0.14

Look at anaesthesia gas machine

15.6

8.2

13.6

7.3

0.50

Look at patients

7.7

2.7

6.5

6.6

0.42

Patient care activities

11.9

6.7

9.2

3.4

1.06

10

4.0

8.0

2.6

1.31

Interaction with surgical team
Note. * p < .05

Record completeness. Participant’s record generated in two conditions were
retrospectively reviewed against 15 items in a clinical checklist. Each item was rated
as a completion rate (%) by two anaesthetists respectively Record completeness was
measured by the mean of percentage of completion across 15 items.
Interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to assess the inter-rater
reliability in this study. It referred to the degree of agreement on participant’s record
completeness between two raters: a resident trainee and a consultant anaesthetist.
The average measure ICC was .89 with a 95% confidence interval giving from. .68
to .96 (F(19,19 ) = 11.59, p < .01. Result indicate that there was a high degree of
reliability of record completeness between two raters.
Independent sample t-test was performed to compared the participants’ overall
record completeness (%) in two conditions. AIMS (M = 98.8, SD = 2.5) was found to
have significantly higher record completeness than Manual (M = 74.0, SD = 9.5), t
(10) = 7.97, p < .01. Table 24 showed the Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and tvalue of record completness (%) in two conditions
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Table 24
Independent sample t-test comparing AIMS and Manual in record completeness (%)
AIMS
Item

Manual

M

SD

M

SD

t

Overall completion

98.8

2.5

74.0

9.5

7.97**

1. Full details of anaesthetic

100

0

57.5

16.9

7.97**

2. Size and type of airway used

100

0

87.5

31.7

1.25

3.Position of patient:

100

0

0

0

4. Site of intravenous cannula

100

0

100

0

5. Size of intravenous cannula

100

0

100

0

6. Volume of fluids infused

100

0

77.5

24.9

2.86*

7. Nature of fluids infused

100

0

92.5

16.9

1.41

8. Intravenous drugs listed

100

0

82.5

16.9

3.28*

9. Gas documented

100

0

25

35.3

6.71**

10. Estimated blood and fluid loss

82.5

37.4

70

32.9

.79

11. Time

100

0

97.5

7.9

1.0

12. Pulse oximetry

100

0

70

15.8

6.0**

13. Heart rate

100

0

85

24.2

1.96

14. End-tidal CO2

100

0

70

15.8

6.0**

15. Blood pressure

100

0

95

15.8

1.0

technique

Note. ** p < .01, * p < .05

Except for the items of “Estimated blood loss and fluid loss”, all items in AIMS
record achieved 100% completion. But in Manual, only 2 items (i.e. site and size of
intravenous cannula) gained 100% completion.
Besides, among 15 individual items, AIMS showed a significantly higher
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completion rate than Manual in six items. They are (a) full details of anaesthetic
technique, (b) volume of fluid infused, (c) intravenous drugs listed, (d) gas
documented, (e) pulse oximetry and (f) end-tidal CO2.
Overall vigilance, SA, mental workload, task times distribution
This section aimed to provide an overview on 20 participants’ performance
regardless of the two conditions (i.e. AIMS and Manual). Their performance in terms
of vigilance, SA, mental workload and task times distribution were described in the
following.
Vigilance, SA and mental workload. Twenty participant’s overall performance
in terms of vigilance, SA and mental workload was shown in Table 25.
Table 25
Means and Standard Deviation on the vigilance, SA and mental workload of participants
M

SD

Detection rate (%)

56.7

31.2

Reaction time (s)

3.5

1.53

Query response accuracy (%)

89.2

11.3

Query response time (s)

4.9

2.4

TLX rating (0-100)

40.4

13.3

Query acceptance time (s)

5.4

1.3

Vigilance

SA

Mental workload

In terms of vigilance, participants could detect 57% of vigilance assessment
points (i.e. suction tubing sound) on average. They generally took 3.4 seconds to
detect suction tubing soundt. Among 20 participants, only four participants could
detect all the vigilance points. However, there was one participant who could not
detect any of the vigilance point.
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In terms of SA, the average query response accuracy was 89%. Among 20
participants, eight of them could answer all the SA queries correctly. The average
query response time of participants was 5 seconds. Among three SA levels,
participants were the quickest in answering SA Level 3 queries correctly (4.6 s) and
the slowest in answering SA Level 2 queries (5.3 s). In terms of simulation phases,
participants were the quickest in answering SA queries accurately in incident period
(3.7 s) and were the slowest in post-incident period (6.5s).
With respect to mental workload, participants reported their overall NASA-TLX
rating (0-100) as 40.4. In terms of simulation phases, they reported the lowest TLX
rating in pre-incident period (34.87) and the highest TLX rating in incident-period
(49.48).
Task time distribution. On average, participants spent 67% of the total time
(i.e. 45 minute) on performing the pre-identified seven tasks categories. Among the
seven task categories, participants spent the largest amount of time on record input
(30%). However, if we compute the time spent in visual monitoring tasks by
grouping the time spent in four sub-tasks of visual monitoring (i.e. looking at
physiological monitor, anaesthetic gas machine, patient and record), participants
actually spend the largest amount of time on visual monitoring task (51%), and then
followed by record input (30%). Table 26 showed the participants’ task time
distribution from the highest to the lowest.
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Table 26
Average tasks time distribution of 20 participants
Task

Percentage of time spent (%)

Visual monitoring

50.7

Looking at physiological monitor

22.0

Looking at anaesthetic gas machine

14.5

Looking at patient

7.1

Looking at record

7.1

Record input

29.8

Perform patient-care related activity

10.4

Interaction with surgical team

9.0

Note. Percentage of time spent on visual monitoring tasks was the sum of percentage of time
spent on looking at physiological monitoring, anaesthetic gas machine, patient and record
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Discussion
Our results indicated that AIMS did not significantly impair vigilance in terms of
both detection rate and reaction time. This finding is consistent with previous
studies that investigated the effect of automated anaesthesia record keeper, which
was the predecessor of AIMS, on vigilance (Loeb,1995,Allard et al.,1995; Weinger
et al.,,1997). As noted earlier, these studies mainly focused on visual vigilance.
Also, their findings may be undermined by several limitations, including using nonclinical-relevant stimuli (i.e. the flashing of an alarming light in Weinger et al.’s
(1997) study) and measuring vigilance by accuracy of recall (Allard et al, 1995).
Based on the limitation of previous study, this study had refined the measurement of
vigilance by utilizing a clinical–relevant auditory stimulus for participants to react,
namely the suction tubing sound. Therefore, the current study provides values by
furthering the understanding of the effect of automated record keeping on auditory
vigilance. By combining the finding of previous studies and the current study, we
can conclude that AIMS did not impair anaesthetists’ vigilance, in term of both
visual and auditory vigilance.
One potential explanation for AIMS not affecting auditory vigilance is the fact
that anaesthetists are performing an ongoing auditory monitoring every moment,
regardless of which type of record keeping method is using. Auditory monitoring in
anaesthesia requires anaesthetists to listen to the signal from auditory displays
including the alarm in physiological monitor, the sound of pulse oximetry (different
pitch represents different oxygen saturation level) and the suction tubing sound etc.
And we should draw distinction between “listening’ and ‘hearing ”. “Listening”
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require people to pay effortful attention to detect auditory stimuli and also interpret
the meaning of the stimuli. This process involves people’s cognitive processing.
“Hearing” simply requires people to perceive the sound of auditory stimuli but not
necessary to understand the meaning of the stimuli. We regard anaesthetic auditory
monitoring as a kind of listening task rather than hearing task, because anaesthetists
are required to detect and also interpret the meaning of alarm or sound representing
patient’s vital signs.
It is possible that, even AIMS does not force anaesthetists to visually scan
patient’s vital signs, anaesthetists are still performing an ongoing auditory
monitoring on the surrounding environment. Therefore, detection to auditory
stimulus such as suction tubing sound would not be affected by AIMS. Our video
data suggested that some participants can detect the suction tubing sound quickly
even he/she looked idle (i.e. no observable physical activity). But this possibility
needs to be further examined by future research that can quantify the amount of time
spent in auditory monitoring and explore its relation to auditory vigilance.
In addition to vigilance, we found that AIMS also did not impair anaesthetists’
overall SA. As per the SPAM method, SA is measured by the query response
accuracy and the query response time. In other words, anaesthetists’ ability and time
taken to locate the essential information from the environment were not affected by
the type of record keeping method. There are two possible explanation of this
finding.
First, AIMS may have negative effect on SA but it was countered by its benefit
on mental workload reduction. Our finding indicated that AIMS allows anaesthetists
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to spend significantly less time on record keeping task and have significantly lower
mental workload than Manual. This reduction in mental workload in turn help
anaesthetists to maintain SA reasonably well. Vidulich (2015) pointed out that mental
workload interacts with SA dynamically. For example, lower mental workload could
result in better SA because the task requires less attention demand and more is
available for updating the information in situation. (Vidulich, 2015). In our study, it
is reasonable that AIMS spares participant more attention capacity to keep track of
the situation and maintain a good level of SA.
Second, AIMS did not impair SA because it has achieved a balanced level of
automation. Kaber and Endsley(2004) developed a 10-level taxonomy of level of
automation (LOA) (See Table 27). LOA refers to the level of tasks (usually cognitive
and psychomotor task) and performance maintained between a human operator and
computer in controlling a complex system (Billings, 1991;Kaber, 1997). The tenlevel taxonomy ranged from Manual control (i.e. Level 1, human perform all the
tasks) to Full automation (i.e. Level 10, machine perform all actions which human
cannot intervene). The intermediate levels refer to the tasks being performed by the
portion of machine, including monitoring, generating, selecting and implement
action.
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Table 27
A 10-level taxonomy of level of automation (LOA) by Kaber and Endsley(2004)
Role
LOA

Monitoring

Generating

Selecting

Implementing

1. Manual control

H

H

H

H

2. Action Support

H/C

H

H

H/C

3. Batch Processing

H/C

H

H

C

4. Shared control

H/C

H/C

H

H/C

5. Decision support

H/C

H/C

H

C

6. Blended decision

H/C

H/C

H/C

C

7. Rigid system

H/C

C

H

C

8. Automated decision

H/C

H/C

H

C

9. Supervisory control

H/C

C

C

C

10. Full automation

C

C

C

C

masking

making

Note. H = Human, C = Computer, H/C = Human/Computer

Based on the taxonomy of LOA, we suggested that the automation in AIMS is
placed at Level 2, Action support. At this level, the system assists the operator to
perform the selected action (i.e. record keeping), but most of the other action (e.g.
decision making on patient’s status, generating suggestion for intervention) is still
performed by the operator. 
Kaber and Endsley (2004) had further investigated the effect of LOA on operator
performance and SA in a dynamic control task. Result found that operator have better
performance and SA when automation was in intermediate level. This result may
imply that automaton may not always impair SA. LOA should be taken into account.
Most importantly, we should consider which tasks are being automated and its
consequence on operator. In terms of AIMS, its core is to automate the record
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keeping task. However, the task of monitoring, decision making and implementing
action are still controlled and performed by anaesthetists. For example, although
anaesthetists do not need to manually chart patient’s vital signs, they are still required
to update the estimated blood loss in AIMS, and monitor patient’s physiological
variables. If the patient is unstable, they need to interpret the problem behind and
give the proper and timely interventions. AIMS will not automatically decide for
anaesthetists on which problem is occurring in patient or suggest which type of fluid
should be given. Therefore, the negative effect of automation on SA in AIMS may be
limited. This possibility may be supported by our video data. Our video data showed
that the time that participants spent in monitoring, including on patients,
physiological monitor and anaesthesia record, was not significant different between
those in AIMS and Manual. The video data suggested that, irrespective of the type of
record keeping is using, anaesthetists spend similar portion of time on monitoring
tasks.
Another finding on SA was that participants in Manual have better performance
in SA Level 1 query. They were able to answer SA Level 1 with 100% accuracy,
including the baseline blood pressure, hemoglobin level and estimated blood loss.
Compared to Manual, participants in AIMS performed worse in SA Level 1, who can
only give 85% correct answer in SA Level 1. Thirty percentage of participants in
AIMS could not give a correct answer on the patient’s baseline blood pressure, which
could be found in the first blood pressure value charted on the anaesthesia record.
One possible explanation for poorer SA Level 1performance in AIMS was that
anaesthetists are less likely to trace back to the patient’s baseline vital sign when
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handwritten record keeping was not required. This finding was supported by Noel
(1986) who has raised the concerns of computerized record keeping on anaesthetists’
awareness. She argued that handwritten record keeping can force anaesthetists to be
aware of the time course, details of anaesthetic events and patients’ status. But under
the use of computerized record keeping, the record can be formed without ever
passing through the anaesthetists’ consciousness. Therefore, she argued that
computerized anaesthesia records may be dangerous in a way that anaesthetist being
less aware of the patient’s physiological variables.
Although SA Level 1 is the lowest level of SA, the lack of SA Level 1 could
result in an unfavorable patient outcome. For example, the awareness on patient’s
baseline vital signs help anaesthetists to understand patient’s problem and then
decide the proper medication. If the patient’s baseline blood pressure is already low
before operation, it may indicate the patient may have the history of anemia.
Anaesthetists should pay additional attention to patient’s blood loss throughout the
operation. Schulz et al (2016) have reviewed 200 cases form a critical incident
reporting system and identified the frequency of SA errors in anaesthesia and critical
care. Result releveled that SA errors occur frequently in critical incident. Among
three SA levels, SA Level 1 error accounted for the largest percentage (38%) of error
compared to SA Level 2 error (31.5%) and Level 3 error (12%). This finding pointed
to the importance of SA Level 1.
However, result also indicated that AIMS did not diminish SA Level 2 and 3. It is
noteworthy that participants in AIMS can maintain a reasonably good SA Level 2
and 3 as those who in Manual did, even their SA level 1 was impaired by AIMS. One
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possible interpretation was that baseline physiological variables (SA level 1) only
partially support the construct of higher SA levels (i.e. understanding and prediction
on patients’ status, Level 2 and 3). To obtain a complete SA, anaesthetists are
required to integrate what they have monitored with their expertise and experience.
Even some participants using AIMS may be less aware of patients’ baseline vital
signs (SA Level 1), their previous experience on amputation operation allows them
to quickly identify the excessive blood loss in patients (SA Level 2). Apart from
expertise, information technology also helps countering the possible negative effect
of AIM on SA Level 1. For example, the trend of patient’s vital signs is readily
accessible in AIMS. This enables anaesthetists to interpret the patient’s current status
without knowing the exact value of baseline physiological variables. Also, the
auditory alarm system in the physiological monitor can remind anaesthetists when
the patient is having abnormal status. The current study showed that a poor SA Level
1 does not necessarily lead to poor Level 2 or 3. Future research should further
address this issue until the conclusion on the interaction between three SA levels can
be made.
With respect to the effect of AIMS on mental workload, in line with our
hypothesis, AIMS can effectively reduce anaesthetists’ overall mental workload. The
current study provides a contribution to understanding the effect of AIMS on mental
workload, which has never been addressed by previous studies in the literature.
Except for the dimension of performance and physical demand, manual record
keeping method impose a higher mental workload in four NASA-TLX dimensions
(i.e. mental demand, temporal demand, effort and frustration) than AIMS does. The
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higher mental demand in manual record keeping can be attributed to the higher
requirement in mental and perceptual activities, for example, thinking, remembering,
looking and searching etc. When performing manual record keeping, anaesthetists
are required to visually search for the vital signs on the physiological monitor,
remember the value and then write down on the paper record. In addition,
anaesthetists do not simply copy the value on the record. Instead, they need to plot a
vital signs graph on the grid of the record. The vertical axis represents the value of
vital signs and the horizontal axis represents time, in which one grid represent 5minute. Also, anaesthetists have to use different symbol to represent different vital
signs. Therefore, manual record keeping involves substantial perceptual and
cognitive activities. This can be further supported by our video data. Our GoPro
video data captured that participants in Manual usually involve extensive head
movements in order to re-direct the attention between physiological monitor and
manual record.
With respect to the higher level of temporal demand, effort and frustration
reported in manual, it can be explained by the higher demand imposed on multi-task
when performing manual record keeping. In fact, both conditions required participant
to have multi-tasking, namely taking care of the patient and record keeping. But
manual record keeping and patient care also place heavy demand on anaesthetists’
attentional resource whereas AIMS can free up anaesthetists the time spent in record
keeping patient ‘vital signs. Therefore, it is not surprising that why anaesthetists
perceived a higher time pressure and frustration level when using manual record
keeping.
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In addition, manual record keeping may also place higher demand on
anaesthetists’ prospective memory. Prospective memory refers to the ability to
remember to perform a planned action in future (McDaniel& Einstein, 2007).
According to the standards of basic anaesthetic monitoring (Eichhorn et al., 1986),
anaesthetists should have the vital signs updated in a 5-minutes interval in the record.
It is reasonable to expect that anaesthetists who used manual record will have higher
demand on prospective memory because they need to remind themselves to keep
vital signs updated regularly. This may give insights to future research which can
investigate the effect of record keeping on prospective memory and its relation to
performance.
Moreover, participant in AIMS reported a significantly lower mental workload
than those in manual in post-incident period. The reason for this finding was that
participants in manual record keeping needed to make up for the vital signs record
keeping whereas AIMS did not. As patient care takes clinical priority over record
keeping, participants in the manual condition tend to stop record keeping patient’s
vital signs in incident period. After the incident was solved successfully, they needed
to trace back the vital signs during incident period and record them in a manual chart.
On the contrary, when using AIMS, the record keeping task was already automated.
In post-incident period, participants perceived the incident was already successfully
handled and hence reported a lower level of mental workload,
In addition to primary outcomes, we also investigated the effect of record
keeping on participants’ tasks time distribution in the 45-minute simulation. Figure
19a summarized the time distribution in 45-minute scenario in AIMS conditions and
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19b summarized the time distribution in 45-minute scenario in Manual.

Figure 19a: The time distribution in 45-minute scenario in AIMS

Figure 19b: The time distribution in 45-minute scenario in Manual
Our video data analysis suggested that both AIMS and manual share a similar
pattern on task time distribution in terms of the seven tasks categories. Both
conditions spent the largest proportion of time on record input task and the
smallest proportion of time on looking at record.
We found that participants in AIMS spent significantly less time on record
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input (26%) than those who were in Manual (34%). One possible explanation is,
anaesthetists using AIMS are less required to perform visual searching of patient’s
vital signs as in manual record keeping. This finding is in line with Weinger et al.’s
(1997) study that had examined the effect of electronic record keeping on tasks
distribution during cardiac anaesthesia. Result suggested that the electronic record
keeper group spent significantly less time on record keeping after intubation
compared to the manual record keeping group. They also revealed that electronic
record keeping enable participants to have more time observing the monitors.
However, in our finding, no significant difference was found between AIMS and
Manual in terms of time spent in visual monitoring task.
It is noteworthy that AIMS could significantly reduce the time spent in record
keeping but this time reduction did not in turn result in a greater amount of time
spent in monitoring or patient care. It could be the case that the time saved by
AIMS simply increase anaesthetists’ idle time. Therefore, it is important to know
how anaesthetists reallocate the time saved by AIMS to performing other tasks.
But it is out of the scope of the current study which can be addressed by future
studies.
However, our video analysis only provided a rough estimation on time
distribution. First, some video data was not coded (30% in AIMS and 26% in
Manual) because it either cannot be defined (e.g. participants walked from
somewhere to elsewhere) or involve the tasks that is out of the seven pre-identified
tasks categories (e.g. the task on preparing medication and tidying up the wires of
equipment). These tasks were not covered in the task categories because they were
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not of interest in the current study. Second, we can only infer that participants
were performing visual monitoring task based on what have been captured in
GoPro video data (i.e. “looking at physiological monitor” was coded when the
GoPro captured the screen of physiological monitor). But it is difficult to
determine whether the participant was performing monitoring tasks or simply
staring at the monitor without cognitive processing.
With respect to record completeness, our result indicated that record
completeness in AIMS was significantly higher than that in manual. This was
consistent to the finding in Edwards et al. ’s (2013) study, which retrospectively
assessed 400 anaesthetic records made by AIMS and manual record keeping
against a checklist modified from a clinical guideline. It concluded that the AIMS
records were more complete than the handwritten records. The difference between
the current study and Edwards et al.’s (2013) study is that our record was
generated in a simulation setting whereas Edwards et al (2013) assessed the record
produced in real cases. Also, we only checked for the record completeness in
terms of intra-operative information but not included pre-operative and postoperative that Edward et al (2013) did.
In our study, except for the item of ‘estimated blood loss and fluid loss”, all
items in the checklist were presented in AIMS with 100% completion. There is no
surprise for 100% completion in vital signs such as blood pressure, heart rate, endtidal CO2 and pulse oximetry because they were automatically imported from
physiological monitor. However, information that require anaesthetists manually
input such as nature of fluids and intravenous drugs listed were also record with
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100% completion. One possible explanation was that AIMS spares anaesthetists
the time spent in record keeping patient’s vital signs, which in turn provides them
with more time on completing the remaining parts of the record, such as the
intervention used. Another reason may be the record input in AIMS is less effortful
than manual record so that anaesthetists could complete the record quickly. For
example, when documenting the intravenous drugs used, AIMS only requires a
few buttons press in keyboard whereas manual record keeping requires
anaesthetists to look at the label of drug and copy the information on the paper
record.
Although the main objective of the Study 2 is to compare automated and
manual record keeping on anaesthetists’ vigilance, SA and mental workload, the
finding was also useful to provide a better understanding on the correlation
between primary outcomes (i.e. vigilance and SA and mental workload). Before
that, we summarize the overall cognitive performance of participants, regardless
of the two conditions (i.e. AIMS and Manual).
In terms of vigilance, participants only demonstrated a fair level of auditory
vigilance. Participants in both conditions could only detect half (57%) of the
vigilance assessment points (i.e. suction tubing sound). This finding may ring an
alarm bell because suction tubing sound was an important auditory cue for blood
loss. However, although participants were poor at detecting the suction tubing
sound, they were all able to give a reasonable estimation on patient’s blood loss.
But it is too early to make a conclusion that the lack of vigilance to suction tubing
sound does not matter. Although participants were still able to estimate patient’s
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blood loss through visual cue (i.e. the volume of blood in suction bottle and blood
pressure in physiological monitor), suction tubing sound serves as a more instant
cue for blood loss. For the volume of fluid in suction bottle, it usually includes a
compound of patient’s blood loss and drip water. Anaesthetists are required to ask
scrub nurse how much water have been added before he/she can calculate the
actual blood loss. For blood pressure monitoring, bleeding will result in low blood
pressure in patient but it takes time to be displayed in physiological monitor.
Therefore, compared to suction bottle and vital signs, suction tubing sound acts as
a more instant auditory signal for blood loss. Also, it allows anaesthetists to know
the exact time when bleeding occur. Besdies, when visual monitoring was not
available for a while, for example, if anaesthetists are busy engaged with preparing
and giving IV medication, suction tubing sound will act as the only auditory cue
for patient’s blood loss. Therefore, visual cue and auditory cue are equally
important for anaesthetists to interpret patient’s status.
Anaesthetists’ poor auditory vigilance can also be attributed to the noise in
operating room, which had been well-noted in previous literature. Hodge &
Thomspson (1990) have identified several major sources of OT noise, including
ventilators, suction machines, monitoring devices, alarms, mechanical and
pneumatic tools, the clanging of metal bowl sand instruments and sterile carts. A
few studies have showed that noise in OT impaired anaesthetists’ cognition.
Murthy, Malthotra, Bala & Raghunathan (1995) conducted a laboratory study to
compare the anaesthetic provider’s performance in a cognitive test before being
exposed to the prerecorded OT and after noise exposure. It was found that the
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exposure to levels of noise led to a reduction in mental efficiency and short-term
memory. Stevenson, Schlesinger & Wallace (2013) examined the effects of divided
attention operating room noise on perception of pulse oximeter pitch changes in a
laboratory setting. Results revealed that when background noise in OT resulted in a
significant decline in anaesthesia residents’ ability to detect changes in pulse
oximetry. This supports that the negative impact of OT noise on auditory vigilance.
Therefore, in our study, OT noise may be one of the explanations to the low
vigilance detection rate (50%) in our study.
However, the vigilance detection rate may have been underestimated due to a
limitation in our study. Some participant reported that they did not respond to the
suction sound because they forgot to or perceive the verbal response as odd because
they are less likely to speak aloud during operation. Future research should address
this limitation by adopting a non-verbal response, such as pressing a button when
detecting the stimuli.
In terms of SA, participants generally exhibit good SA who could answer 89% of
SA queries correctly. However, twenty % of participants could not answer SA query
9 correctly. It is a SA Level 2 query which required participants to determine if the
bleeding is controlled and explain the reason behind. Although it was a SA Level 2
question, it was not a direct and easy question. Participants were required to
integrate several pieces of information from different sources with their knowledge.
Anaesthetists can estimate the patient’s blood loss by monitoring the volume of
fluid in suction bottle, the suction tubing sound, the number of bloody gauzes and
the patient’s blood pressure on physiological monitor. In post-incident period, the
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patient’s vital signs were already restored into a normal range, therefore,
participants were expected to comprehend that the patient’s bleeding was
controlled. However, some participants have answered that the patient’s bleeding
was not controlled because they perceived that there was suction sound or an
increase in volume of fluid in suction bottle. It may because they may have
mistaken the suction of water for the suction of blood. To answer this query
correctly, they should also consider other evidence, for example, physiological
monitor showed that the patient’s vital signs were stable or the surgical field had no
more bloody gauzes etc. It illustrates that anaesthetists with complete SA should not
only rely on one piece of information (i.e. suction tubing sound) but an integration
on number of information.
In terms of mental workload, participants generally reported a relatively low
TLX rating (40.3). In our scenario, participants only needed to perform
maintenance phase where the patient was already intubated. The patient was put
general endotracheal anaesthesia and the operation undergoing was emergency right
below knee amputation. Although the patient went through unstable physiological
status during three events-triggers employed (i.e. tourniquet pain, tourniquet
deflation and bleeding), most of the participants (90%) had experience in
amputation surgery, which allow them to know how to handle the crisis
successfully. This may have explained why participants generally perceived a low
level of mental workload.
The current study has attempted to investigate the linkage between vigilance,
SA and mental workload. In term of the relation between vigilance and SA, Endsley
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(1995) suggested that automation would impair SA through the change of vigilance.
She explained that monitoring on automated systems may predispose vigilance
decrement in operator, and in turn result in losing SA on automation failures.
Hence, it may imply that that vigilance is related to SA in a way that both subject to
the negative effect of automation. Meanwhile, Vidulich & Tsang (2012) have
suggested that mental workload and SA are inter-related, which could support each
other but also compete for the same resource each other. Nonetheless, no previous
study has an attempt to draw a linkage between vigilance, SA and mental workload
altogether. Based on Endsley (1995) and Vidulich & Tsang (2012)’s works, we
expected that vigilance, SA and mental workload are three constructs that correlated
to each other.
To test with this assumption, correlation analysis was carried out to explore the
relation between vigilance, SA and NASA-TLX rating. Table 28 showed the
Pearson correlation between vigilance detection (%), vigilance reaction time (s),
query response accuracy (%), query response time (s) and TLX rating (0-100).
Table 28
Pearson correlation between vigilance, SA and TLX rating
Vigilance
Detection

Reaction time

SA
Accuracy

Response time

Vigilance
Detection

-

-

-

-

RT

-.22

-

-

-

Accuracy

-.22

-.37

-

-

Response time

-.22

-.41

.52*

-

-.35

-.01

.66**

.06

SA

TLX rating
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
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Result indicated that vigilance was not significantly correlated with either SA or
TLX rating. However, result revealed that overall TLX was significantly and
positively correlated with overall query response accuracy (r = .66, n = 20, p < .01).
It illustrated that a higher level of SA is associated with a higher level of mental
workload. Likewise, when anaesthetists have a lower mental workload, his/her SA
is also lower.
In addition to correlation, a regression analysis was also performed to determine
if mental workload predict SA. Result showed that participants’ overall TLX rating
significantly predicted the overall query response accuracy (R2 = .43, F (1, 18) =
13.5, p < .01). It indicated that participant who perceive a higher mental workload
tend to have better performance in SA. This finding is supported by Vidulich &
Tsang (2012)’s work, which suggested that SA and mental workload are interrelated and can support to each other. They argued that a higher mental workload
can result in a better SA when the operator allocates a great amount of attention to
assess the situation. For example, anaesthetists spend more mental effort on
monitoring task may experience a higher mental workload, but this allow them to
keep abreast of the situation and maintain better SA.
Our finding indicates that mental workload is positively correlated with SA and
at the same time, it predicts SA. It may imply that a too low level of mental
workload in anaesthetists may predict poor SA. This finding is critical and can
contribute to anaesthetic field. It provides insights for system designers that the
information technology should avoid from shifting anaesthetists to have a too low
level of mental workload because it may impair their SA.
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Limitation
There are several limitations in the current study.
First, the expertise of participants may have affected their cognitive performance
during simulation (e.g. perceiving the patient’s baseline vital signs). Although
participants’ average experience in anaesthesia were similar in two conditions (i.e.
3.4 years for AIMS and 3.2 years for Manual condition), participants’ experience in
anaesthesia ranged from 1.4 to 8 years. This variation in experience may affect the
effect of record keeping on cognitive performance, for example, more experienced
anaesthetists may act differently from less experienced anaesthetists during
simulation. Further research should take anaesthetists’ expertise into account and
eliminate the effect of expertise on cognitive performance.
Second, two experimental conditions had participants with different levels of
experience with record keeping method. In AIMS condition, all participants (100%)
had the experience of using AIMS. They have used AIMS for 3 years on average. But
in Manual, 30% of participants had never used manual record. For those who had
experience with manual record, they reported that they had only used manual record
keeping for less than five times. This is because TMH have implemented AIMS since
2011 mandatorily. Resident trainee, who is relatively junior, have seldom used
manual record and they have never received training in manual record keeping. This
discrepancy in experience of record keeping may hinder participants’ performance
during simulation.
Third, there may be a methodological shortcoming in the measure of vigilance.
As mentioned earlier, some participants reported that giving verbal response (i.e. say
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“Heard it’ in Cantonese) during simulation as odd or unnatural because they are not
required to do so in their job. Also, we found that some participants said “heard it”
10 seconds after the suction sound had been stopped. This 10-second lag may infer
that participant could listen to the suction tubing sound, but they had to handle other
tasks that not allows multi-tasking (e.g. reading the label of IV drugs) and therefore
they delayed their responses. If this is the case, the time when he /she gave verbal
response did not represent the time he/she truly detect the suction sound. In addition,
some participants were talking to the surgical team when vigilance assessment point
were administered, especially in incident-period. It was possible that participant
failed to detect the suction sound because they were engaged in the conservation
with someone else. But it is difficult to control participant to or not to talk during
vigilance assessment points. And in fact, it truly reflects the actual OT environment
in which anaesthetists need to interact with surgical team. Anaesthetists with good
vigilance should be able to detect important auditory signals even when talking to
people.
Fourth, in practice, query response time was difficult to measure accurately.
Although participants were instructed to give their SA responses as precise and
concise, sometimes their responses make it difficult to determine when the response
latency should be measured from. For example, some participants tend to repeat the
question or showed hesitation with utterances like “er” or “um’ before answering the
question. Different style of answering query also made a difference in their response
time. For example, when they were asked, ‘what would happen to patient’s blood
pressure without intervention”, some participants answered, “I think patient’s blood
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pressure will increase”, whereas some participants quickly answered ‘high!”. Based
on our experience of using SPAM, we suggested that real-time query response is a
useful measure for SA, but query response time is subjected to many limitations
which may undermine its measure on SA.
Directions for future research
Based on the limitations identified, we propose future studies.
In terms of the vigilance measures, future study can also assess auditory
vigilance of anaesthetists by using suction tubing sound or other clinical-relevant
signals. However, participants’ response to stimuli can be changed from verbal to
action-based. For example, participants would be instructed to press a button on a
device when he detect the target signal. This device should be small in size and
hanged on participant’s body (e.g. fingers) so that participant’s response will not
affected by his/ her physical orientation. The device should be able to record the
reaction time automatically, which will provide a more accurate and consistent
measure in reaction time compared to manually count the time by using a stopwatch.
In terms of SA measures, we recommend future studies to deliver SA queries via
a software progamme instead of phone. Based on our experience in using SPAM,
delivering SA queries via phone may not be clear enough and may lead to poor
communication between experimenter and participants. For example, in our study,
one of the SA query responses had to be abolished because the participant failed to
listen to the query clearly. A software programme is expected to avoid this problem.
A IPad may be used to run the programme. The screen will display a visual signal to
prompt the query. Participants need to press “continue” as an indication of accepting
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the query. The query would be displayed on the screen clearly and then participant
type their responses into the program. Query acceptance time and response time will
be calculated automatically. Using a program for query delivery will have several
benefits. First, it ensures that the participant can receive the query clearly. Second, it
makes easier to record the response latency, which will not be affected by
participant’s speech disfluency. Third, it increases the accuracy and consistency of
the measures on query acceptance time and response time. Fourth, it may be less
interruptive to the simulation compared to the ringing tone of the phone.
In term of the duration of simulation phase, we recommend that future study can
employ a longer pre-incident period so that boredom (if any) have sufficient time to
take place. In our study, the duration of the pre-incident period was 15 minutes,
which is relatively short compared to typical general anaesthesia that lasts for at least
3 hours. It is unclear whether the finding in vigilance and SA would be different if
boredom is induced.
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Conclusion
The current study empirically compared AIMS and manual record keeping in
terms of vigilance, SA and mental workload. Results indicated that AIMS reduce
anaesthetists’ mental workload and did not impair anaesthetists’ vigilance and SA. In
addition, it allows anaesthetists to spent less time on record keeping but increase the
completeness of anaesthesia record
This study contributes to the understanding of AIMS in the following ways. First,
previous studies only examined visual vigilance but the current study refined the
vigilance measure by adopting suction tubing sound the stimulus for assessing
auditory vigilance. It was used as an auditory stimulus because it provides auditory
signal for patients’ blood loss during operation. Also, it was integrated as part of a
simulation scenario to decrease its artificiality. Second, this study further the
understanding of AIMS on anaesthetists’ cognitive performance by addressing SA
and mental workload as well. This study is the first study that investigate the effect
of AIMS on vigilance, SA and mental workload in a single study, which provide an
evaluation of AIMS from a human factors approach.
Based on the evaluation, we generated recommendation for hospitals and
designers to address some of the limitations we have identified in AIMS, which were
described in General Discussion.
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5. General discussion
In this section, we draw linkage between Study 1 and Study 2. (e.g. how
participant’s trust and acceptance was related to their vigilance, SA and mental
workload). Also, we provide some recommendation for designers, anaesthetists and
future research respectively (See Figure 31).
Relating trust to vigilance, SA and mental workload
We only performed the analysis for participants in AIMS condition (n=10)
because we want to explore the relation of anaesthetists’ attitude and their cognitive
performance in the use of AIMS, but not in manual record keeping. As noted earlier,
we have used the term “ACIS” in Study 1 and used the term “AIMS” in Study 2. To
be consistent, we will use the term “AIMS” to refer the automated record keeping
system in the following analysis.
Correlation analysis was carried out to explore the association between
participant’s trust on AIMS and their vigilance, SA and mental workload upon the
usage of AIMS. However, result showed that level of trust did not significantly
correlated with vigilance, SA and mental workload (See Table 29).
Table 29
Pearson correlation between participants’ trust in AIMS and their vigilance, SA and TLX
rating
Performance

Trust in AIMS

Vigilance
Detection (%)

.36

RT(s)

.03

SA
Accuracy (%)

-.14

Response time(s)

.32

TLX rating


.11
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Yet, this finding should be taken with caution because it was only based on a
relatively small sample (N=10). Also, participants’ years of experience in anaesthesia
and in using AIMS were not controlled, which can be mutually affect their
trust/acceptance or cognitive performance and in turn undermine the correlation.
Further investigation is needed to address the relation between anaesthetists’ trust
and cognitive performance when using AIMS, especially when anaesthetists have a
high level of trust in AIMS as indicated by the finding of Study 1.
Over-trust in automation and monitoring performance. Although our
finding did not reveal correlation between trust and cognitive performance, it is
noteworthy that anaesthetists in Study 1 highly agreed that they were not suspicious
of AIMS’s action and output (M = 3.9). Parasuraman and Rliey (1997) claimed that
an overreliance or inappropriately low level of suspicion on an automated system
would undermine the operator’s ability to monitor the system sufficiently, especially
in detecting system faults. In fact, relation between operator’s over-trust in
automation and their monitoring performance have been studied in previous
literature.
Bailey & Scerbo (2007) addressed the relation between system reliabity,
opertor’s trust in automation and their monitoring performance in an experimental
setting. Participants were required to perform a monitoring task to detect deviations
in simulated aircraft displays. Result suggested that, when the system was perceived
as more reliable, operator’s trust will increase and their monitoring performance will
be impaired. Muir (2002) also supported that a higher level of trust in automated
system would have negative impact on monitoring performance in a supervisory
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process control task.
Although previous literature has suggested an inverse relationship between trust
and monitoring performance, most of them were done in the context of aviation.
The effect of over-trust in automation on performance in healthcare/ anaesthesia
setting has received little attention. In the current study, although we attempt to link
anaesthetists’ trust in AIMS with their performance, findings were subjected to the
limitations of small sample size. Nonetheless, trust in automation, SA and mental
workload have been suggested as three important constructs that help predicting the
human-system performance when using complex system (Parasuraman et al.,2008).
Therefore, more future investigation is needed to address the effect of over-trust in
automated system on clinician’s monitoring performance in healthcare setting.
Relating acceptance to vigilance, SA and mental workload
Correlation analysis was performed to examine the relation between
anaesthetists’ acceptance of AIMS and their cognitive performance upon the usage of
AIMS. Result indicated that there was no significant correlation between overall
acceptance on AIMS and their overall vigilance, SA and mental workload (See Table
30).
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Table 30
Pearson correlation between participants’ acceptance of AIMS and their vigilance, SA and
TLX rating
Performance

Acceptance of AIMS

Vigilance
Detection (%)

.44

RT(s)

-.17

SA
Accuracy (%)

-.14

Level 1

.65*

Level 2

.22

Level 3

-.02

Response time(s)

.58

TLX rating

-.01

However, participants’ overall acceptance of AIMS was found to significantly
and positively correlated with their SA Level 1response accuracy (r = .65, n = 10, p
=.04). This indicated that a higher acceptance of AIMS is associated with a higher
ability to perceived information in AIMS or other elements in OT environment.
One possible explanation is that, participants who have higher acceptance on AIMS
tend to use AIMS more frequently. As Davis (1989) have suggested, operator’s
acceptance would predict the actual usage of the system. Although anaesthetists at
TMH are required to use AIMS to perform their job, their extent of usage (e.g. time
spent in interacting with AIMS) would be affected by their acceptance of AIMS. It is
possible that, when anaesthetists interact with AIMS more frequently, their find it
more easily to locate the SA information from AIMS (i.e. perception) and result in
better SA Level 1. This finding further suggests the importance of anaesthetists’
acceptance of AIMS on their cognitive performance.
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Recommendations for designers
Based on our observation and finding, we propose some recommendation for
system designers to address the possible difficulties that anaesthetists may encounter
when perceiving patients- related information.
Difficulties in perceiving patient’s baseline vital signs. We suggest a visual
aid can be added in AIMS to highlight the baseline vital signs (See Figure 20).
Patient’s vital signs are illustrated in a graph where the horizontal axis is the timeline
and vertical axis is the value of vital sign. The vertical line in the graph represents the
blood pressure. Each time of the update will be represented in a new line in the
graph. In other words, the longer hours of the operation, the more number of the line
presented in the graph.
We consider that too much data points may be distracting to anaesthetists’
monitoring and may affect their perception on patient status. Hence, the information
with the highest importance should be highlighted. In the semi-structure interview
under GDTA, anaesthetists reported that they regarded baseline vital signs as one of
the important information sources that support their SA throughout the operation.
Furthermore, the finding in Study 2 suggested that anaesthetists who used AIMS tend
to be less aware of patient’s baseline blood pressure and hemoglobin level.
Therefore, we suggest designers to improve the interface of AIMS by highlighting
the information of baseline blood pressure in a more eye-catching color. For
example, use a yellow line to represent the baseline blood pressure and a green line
represent the most update blood pressure. With this visual aid, we believe that
anaesthetists can find it easier to detect the baseline blood pressure and monitor the
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trend of patient’s blood pressure throughout the simulation.
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Figure 20: Recommendation on the visual aid in AIMS
Difficulties in perceiving patient’s blood loss in suction bottle. We suggest
that the monitoring on patient’s suction bottle should be incorporated in AIMS.
Based on our video data, most of participants need to take several steps to estimate
the patient’s blood loss in suction bottle. Some of the participant deliberately walk
from the anaesthetist workstation to the surgical field to look at the volume of
fluid in the suction bottle (See Figure 19). Then, they asked scrub nurse about the
volume of drip that had been applied in patient. Finally, they estimate the blood
loss by subtracting the volume of drip applied from the total of volume in suction
bottle. Even some of the participants did not walk to the surgical flied, they
sometime glanced at the suction bottle from the anaesthetic workstation. However,
the suction bottle was placed at a certain distance from the anaesthetic workstation
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(See Figure 21). Their estimation on blood loss may not be accurate enough. When
participants engaged with several tasks in incident period, they tend to ask runner
nurse directly for the information on patient’s blood loss.
In addition to video data, Study 2 also reveal that participants in AIMS can almost
document all the items with a 100% completion except for the item of estimated
blood loss. Therefore, we suggest designers can incorporate the context information
(i.e. volume in suction bottle) into the component of AIMS. A device can be
developed to automatically estimate the volume of fluid (ml) inside the suction
bottle and connect to AIMS. So that anaesthetist can directly perceive the value on
the volume of fluid in suction bottle from the interface of AIMS. With this
advanced function in AIMS (if available), Anaesthetists are not necessary required
to walk near to the suction bottle and estimate the volume of the suction by looking
at the markings on the suction bottle.
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Figure 21: Layout of OT showing when anaesthetist estimate suction
Recommendations for anaesthetists
For all anaesthetists. First, we suggest that a formal training session should be
provided to each anaesthetist in hospital. The finding of Study 1 suggested that
some Anaesthetists (29%) have never received training on AIMS. Even for those
who have received training, the time that they spent on learning to use AIMS vary
from 15 minutes to two weeks. Also, as noted in Study 1, respondents less
perceived AIMS as easy to use. The relatively low rating (3.9 in a 5-point Likert
scale) on “perceived ease of use” may attribute to their insufficient knowledge on
AIMS. Therefore, a mandatory training on AIMS can enable anaesthetists to
understand more about the interface and component of AIMS. More importantly,
as perceived ease of use of was found to significant predict SA Level 1, a training
can provide values when it successfully makes more anaesthetists to perceive
AIMS as useful. An effective training should be able to tap into anaesthetists’
need. Therefore, prior to the training, a qualitative study should be conducted to
collect Anaesthetists’ perceived limitations or difficulties on using AIMS.
Second, we suggest that anaesthetists should include the information of patient’s
baseline information in handover. In TMH, there had not been a standardized
instruction on what Anaesthetists are required to mention when doing handover.
Take our scenario as an example, our confederate of senior anaesthetist would
handover the case to participants. He has told participants about several
information, including (a) patient’s general characteristic, (b) patient’s health
history, (c )the operation undergoing, (d) the grade of intubation, (e) operation
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remarks and (f) the medication that have given or giving to patient. Study 2 has
suggested that anaesthetists were less aware of patient’s baseline blood pressure
and hemoglobin level when using AIMS. Therefore, we suggest that anaesthetist
can include patient’s baseline vital signs when doing handover. But not all the
patient’s baseline vital signs are required to mention because too much
information may result in confusion. Rather, anaesthetist should only mention the
patient’s baseline vital signs that is specifically important to the operation
undergoing. For example, the information of patient’s baseline blood pressure and
hemoglobin level is important for amputation surgery.
Third, we suggest that the drilling session can incorporate the training and
measuring on anaesthetists’ SA based on the GDTA. Anaesthetists in TMH will
participate in drilling sessions regularly. The main objective of drilling is to train
anaesthetists with the teamwork skills when handling unexpected adverse events,
such as a deterioration in patient’s status. We perceived that drilling session may
also be useful in improving anaesthetists’ SA. An automation failure in AIMS can
be manipulated as the unexpected event. During drilling session, SA queries can
be delivered to participants under SPAM technique. And SA queries can be
designed based on the SA requirement generated in GDTA.GDTA in this study
provides an in-depth analysis on Anaesthetists’ main goals/sub-goals and also SA
requirement for each SA levels. It is not only useful in developing SA queries for
future SA research in anaesthesia, but also provides suggestions to Anaesthetists in
terms of what information is essential to maintain good SA in OT. Incorporate the
SA component in drilling session can allow anaesthetists to understand more on
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SA, and more importantly, enable them to explore the technique for achieving
good SA.
For anaesthetists who have less experience in anaesthesia. Based on the result
in Study 1, respondents who had less experience in anaesthesia tend to place a higher
degree of trust in AIMS. It suggested that less experienced anaesthetists were
generally less suspicious of the output of AIMS. Endsley (1995) has suggested that
operator may have poorer SA when they place too much trust and reliance in
automated system because they neglect the automated system performance during
monitoring. Therefore, it is dangerous for less experienced anaesthetists to over-trust
AIMS. In addition, the majority of less experienced anaesthetists do not have any
experience in using manual record keeping. To address this concern, we suggest that
junior anaesthetists should avoid over-rely on AIMS and should stay alert to the
output of AIMS, for example, checking whether the patient’s vital signs presented in
AIMS match with that presented in physical monitor regularly.
For anaesthetists who have not used manual record. Although anaesthetists in
TMH are required to use AIMS to perform record keeping, manual record would be
used when AIMS cannot function normally (i.e. technical problems). Therefore, in
case there is any automation failure, anaesthetists should be able to perform record
keeping with the use of manual record. However, based on the result in Study 2,
thirty percent of participants had never used manual record. Even for those who had
experience with manual record, they had only used manual record keeping for less
than five times. Therefore, there is a need to provide a protocol and training of using
manual record. Instruction should to given to anaesthetists on how to chart patient’s
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physiological variables on the paper chart.
Recommendations for future research
We summarized three issues that which have not addressed in the current study,
but are valuable to be investigated in future studies,
First, future research can investigate the effect of record keeping on anaesthetists’
performance in incident coping strategies. Based on our video data, we observed that
participants had adopted different strategies to cope with the incidents in terms of
hypertension, tachycardia and excessive blood loss. It is of interest to examine
whether record keeping method would have an effect on how anaesthetists’
performance in terms of how they handle with the incidents. So that we can generate
a fuller picture on the relation between vigilance, SA, mental workload and
performance.
Second, future research can examine the effect of AIMS on vigilance and SA by
employing a scenario with no critical incidents. Previous literature pointed out
boredom may result in vigilance decrement. If anaesthetists are required to perform a
uneventful monitoring, they may experience excessive boredom and result in
vigilance decrement. If this happens, the effect of AIMS on vigilance would be
different from the current study. But this possibility needs to be addressed by future
study.
Third, further studies can further explore the task time distribution of anaesthetists
upon the use of AIMS by using eye-tracking devices. In our study, video data only
provide a rough summary on tasks time distribution because it subjected to the
limitation of using GoPro for video coding, Eye-tracking device will provide a more
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reliable measure on visual monitoring. Also, future studies should attempt to define
and quantify the time spent in auditory monitoring. This will provide a better
understanding on the effect of record keeping on visual and auditory monitoring.
Also, future research can explore how anaesthetists reallocate the time saved by
AIMS to performing other tasks.
Table 31
Summary on recommendations for designers, anaesthetists and future research
Summary on recommendation
For designers
•

Add a visual aid in AIMS to highlight the baseline and the most updated vital signs

•

Incorporate AIMS with the monitoring on patient’s suction bottle

For anaesthetists
•

Provide a formal training on the use of AIMS

•

Include the information of patient’s baseline information in handover

•

Add training on anaesthetists’ SA based on GDTA in drilling sessions

•

Check the patient’s vital signs presented in AIMS regularly

•

Provide a protocol and training on charting vital signs in manual record

For future research
•

Investigate the effect of record keeping on anaesthetists’ performance in incident
coping strategies



•

Investigate the effect of AIMS on vigilance and SA in non-incident scenario

•

Investigate the task time distribution of anaesthetists with using eye-tracking devices
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6. Conclusion

The current thesis provides an evaluation on AIMS from a human factors
approach in two aspects: anaesthetists’ attitude (i.e. trust and acceptance of AIMS)
and its effect on anaesthetists’ cognitive performance (i.e. vigilance, SA and mental
workload). We concluded that the adoption of AIMS in operating theater is favorable
for anaesthetists. Although some of the aspects (i.e. perceived ease of use, output
quality and result demonstrability) are less agreed by the anaesthetists, they generally
possess a positive attitude toward AIMS with high level of trust and acceptance.
More importantly, AIMS was shown to provide several benefits to anaesthetists, such
as reducing mental workload, less time required for intraoperative record keeping
and generating a more complete anaesthesia record. Also, AIMS did not impair
anaesthetists’ overall vigilance and SA. However, it was found to have negative
impact on anaesthetist’ perception (SA Level 1). It is noteworthy that anaesthetists
using AIMS tend to have inferior performance in detecting patient’s baseline vital
signs, compared to using manual record keeping.
It is expected the adoption of AIMS in Hong Kong hospitals will keep
increasing in the coming years. But before a full implementation of AIMS, system
designers and hospital should understand the effect of AIMS on anaesthetists’
performance and address the limitation of AIMS. Designers can improve the
interface design by highlighting the patient’s baseline information and incorporate
the blood loss monitoring in AIMS. Also, hospitals can employ a mandatory training
on teaching anaesthetists how to work with AIMS and provide a standardized script
or instruction for anaesthetists to include the patient’s baseline information in
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handover. After these limitations have been addressed, anaesthetists can truly benefit
the most from the use of AIMS.
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Appendix A: Materials used in Study 1
(A1) Written consent form
Evaluation of an Anaesthesia Clinical Information System in operating theatre: a
questionnaire study
Dear participants,
We are researchers from the Department of Applied Psychology at Lingnan
University. We are currently conducting a questionnaire survey to examine anaesthetists’
trust and acceptance on Anaesthesia Clinical Information System (ACIS). Output of this
research may help us to understand the technology usage in anaesthesia context, hence
your participation is critical to this study.
Please read the following statements:
• Your participation in this study is voluntary and that you are free to withdraw
from the study at any time, without penalty and without needing to provide
any reason.
• Data are used for research purpose only and will be only accessible to the
researchers of the project. The data collected has no bearing on your job
performance..
• Any data collected containing personal information at the start of the study
will remain confidential and the data collected will not be identifiable.
* Please tick when you have read and understood the above information and are
willing to give your consent to participate in this study.
__________________________

__________________________

Participant’s signature

Researcher’s signature

__________________________

__________________________

Participant’s printed name

Researcher’s printed name

Date: _____________________
Researcher’s name: TSE Man Kei
Researcher‘s position: MPhil student
Researcher Affiliation: Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
Researcher Name/s: Dr Simon Y. W. Li
Researcher Title / Position: Assistant Professor
Researcher Affiliation: Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
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(A2) “Trust and acceptance of ACIS” questionnaire
Trust and technology acceptance of ACIS

This questionnaire contains 45 questions related to your trust and acceptance in
using Anaesthesia Clinical Information System (ACIS) in your clinical practice.

Instruction: Please respond to all statements in the questionnaire. “The system”
used in the statements refers to ACIS. For each of the following statements, read it
carefully and circle the number that best describes your level of agreement. (1=
strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree). Please note that there is no ‘right’ or “wrong”
answer, just mark what is true for you. Please do not spend too much time on each
statement, just answer based on your intuition.

Part I. Trust in ACIS
Strongly

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Disagree

1. I am suspicious of the system's intent,

1

2

3

4

5

2. The system is deceptive

1

2

3

4

5

3. The system has integrity

1

2

3

4

5

4. The system is dependable

1

2

3

4

5

5. The system behaves in an underhanded

1

2

3

4

5

6. I am confident in the system.

1

2

3

4

5

7. I can trust the system

1

2

3

4

5

8. The system’s actions will have a harmful or

1

2

3

4

5

action, or outputs

manner

injurious outcome
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Strongly

9. I am familiar with the system

1

2

3

4

5

10. The system provides security

1

2

3

4

5

11. The system is reliable.

1

2

3

4

5

12. I am wary of the system.

1

2

3

4

5

Part II. User’s acceptance
13. The use of this system may imply major

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

16. I find the system to be useful in my job.

1

2

3

4

5

17. I find it interesting to use this system for the

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

20. In my job, usage of the system is relevant.

1

2

3

4

5

21. I would have difficulty explaining why using

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

changes in my clinical practice
14. I have no problem with the quality of the
system’s output.
15. Using the system in my job increases my
productivity.

monitoring of my patients.
18. I think it is a good idea to use this system to
monitor my patients.
19. The quality of the output I get from the
system is high.

the system may or may not be beneficial.
22. Using the system improves my performance
in my job.
23. The use of this system may promote good
clinical practice
24. My interaction with the system is clear and
understandable.
25. The use of this system is beneficial for the
care of my patients.
26. In my job, usage of the system is important.
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27. I find it easy to get the system to do what I

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

31. I find the system to be easy to use

1

2

3

4

5

32. The results of using the system are apparent

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

want to do.
28. Assuming I have access to the system, I
intend to use it.
29. The use of this system may interfere with the
usual follow-up of my patients
30. The use of this system is compatible with my
work habits

to me.
33. I have no difficulty telling others about the

results of using the system.
34. Given that I have access to the system, I

predict that I would use it.
35. Interacting with the system does not require a
lot of my mental effort.
36. I believe I could communicate to others the
consequences of using the system.
37. In my opinion, the use of this system will
have a positive impact.
38. Using the system enhances my effectiveness
in my job.

Part III. Demographic information

39. Gender: M / F
40. Age: ________
41. Hospital name: ____________________
42. Job title: ___________________
43. Years of experience in anaesthesia: _________
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44. Years of experience using ACIS:___________
45. a) Did you receive any training in learning to use ACIS? Yes / No
b) If yes, how long did you spend on learning to use ACIS?
________
The End. Thank you.
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Appendix B: GDTA
(B1) Summary on semi-structured interview result
Part
A. General

Question

Interviewees’ responses

1. Perception of good

 adequate medical knowledge
 ability to make correct prediction

SA

 ability to detect subtle change
2. Essential information

 patient’s medical history
 patient’s vital signs

for perfect SA

 anaesthesia depth
 operation risk
3. Why the information
is important?

 Treatment will vary based on
patient’s medical history

4. How the information
can help achieve good

 Vital signs provide objective
assessment on patient’s status

SA?
B. Specific 1. Perception of good
scenario

SA

 Understanding of a high risk of
bleeding under crush injury
 Understanding of a high risk of
hypertension or hypotension when
tourniquet is applied
 Ability to estimate blood loss
throughout the operation
 Ability to monitor patient’s
hemoglobin level
 Ability to detect the location of
trauma

2. Essential information
for perfect SA

 Patient’s vital signs (especially,
blood pressure (Bp), Pulse
oximetry, end-tidal CO2)
 Patient’s blood loss
 Patient’s medical history of anemia
 Patient’s hemocue result (i.e.
hemoglobin level)
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3. Why the information
is important?

 Blood pressure, heart rate and
hemoglobin level are important

4. How the information
can help achieve good

signs to estimate patient’s blood
loss
 Low baseline blood pressure may

SA?

imply that there are other traumas
 High end-tidal CO2 will negatively
affect heart functioning
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(B2) Result on GDTA
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SA requirement
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Patient’s medical history

Operation risk

Projected impact of

 record on heart- related

 surgical procedure

excessive blood loss on

diseases
 Habit on drug abuse

involved
 Other possible traumas

Patient’s demographic

in patient’s body apart

information

from right feet

patient
 Increasing HR
 Decreasing blood
pressure

 Age of the patient

Blood loss

 Decreasing hemoglobin

Patient’s vital signs

 Severity

Projected impact on

 heart rate

 Volume

patient when tourniquet is

 SPo2 levels

Patient’s response to

released

 Bp

anaesthesia

 Increasing end-tidal CO2

 baseline Bp

 hypnosis/ sleep

 Increasing electrolyte in

 baseline blood pressure

 analgesia/ pain relief

 baseline heart rate

 muscle relaxation

 end tidal CO2

blood
 Decreasing blood
pressure

 body temperature

Projected risk of intra-

 shape of ECG

operative complication

Patient’s HemoCue result

 Heart attack

 levels of hemoglobin

Projected intervention to

 Ph value of blood

unstable vital signs

 level of electrolyte e.g.

 Number of changes

potassium in blood

required

Surgical field

 Impact on patient

 suction tubing sound

 Type of intervention

(B3) Result on SA requirement in the scenario of current study
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(B4) Designs on SA queries and target answer
Phases

SA queries

Correct

information

answer

What is the

Pre-operative

incident

level of

assessment

period

hemoglobin

Pre-

Level 1

Location of the

588

of patient?
Level 2

What is the
most possible

 Physiological
monitor

cause for

 BP

patient’s

 Baseline BP

hypertension?

Tourniquet pain

 Understanding on
surgical
procedure
 Tourniquet is
applied
 Medical
knowledge

Level 3

If you do not

Physiological monitor

give any

 BP

interventions,

 Baseline BP

Increase

 Understanding on

what will
happen to the

surgical

BP?

procedure
 Tourniquet is
applied
 Medical
knowledge

Incident
period

Level 1

What is the

 AIMS/ manual
record

patient’
baseline BP?

 Physiological
monitor 
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Level 2

What is the
most possible

 Physiological
monitor

cause for

 HR

patient’s

 BP

hypotension?

Bleeding/
volume loss

 Understanding on
surgical
procedure
 Tourniquet is
released
 Medical
knowledge

Level 3

If you do not

 Ventilator

give any

 CO2

interventions,

 Baseline CO2

what will

 Medical

happen to the

Increase

knowledge
 Understanding on

end-tidal
CO2?

surgical
procedure
 Tourniquet is
released

Post-

Level 1

How much

 Suction bottle
 Volume of

incident

blood has

period

patient lost?

blood

500 ml-700ml
(within =/- 5 %
is acceptable)

 Communication
with nurses
 Volume of
saline drip
applied
 Blood gross
Level 2

 Suction tubing

Is the
bleeding
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Yes, there is no
more blood in

controlled?

 Suction bottle

suction tubing/

Why?

 Physiological

HR and BP

monitor

resume normal

 BP
 HR

 Surgical field e.g.
blood gross
Level 3

If you do not
give any

 Medical
knowledge

interventions,

High. Not
enough volume

 Understanding on replacement,

what will

surgical

making the

happen to the

procedure

hemoglobin

hemoglobin
level?

 Blood has
analysis

concentration
higher.
Low. Severe
blood loss. ( 7
G¥)
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Appendix C: Materials used in Study 2 (for participants)
(C1) Written consent form
Dear participants,
We are researchers from the Department of Applied Psychology at Lingnan
University. We are currently conducting a simulated study, in collaboration with Tuen
Mun Hospital, in order to understand the effect of automated and manual record
keeping on Anaesthetists’ work. You are invited to participate in the simulated study
which will require you to perform intraoperative anaesthetic care. Output of this
research will help improve patient safety; hence your participation is critical to this
study.
Please read the following statement and sign if you agree to participate in this
simulation.
• Your participation in this study is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw from the study at any time, without penalty and without needing
to provide any reason.
• Data are used for research purpose only and will be only accessible to the
researchers of the project. The data collected has no bearing on your job
performance.The whole simulation session will be videotaped and the
video data will be used for the research purpose only.
• Any data collected containing personal information at the start of the study
will remain confidential and the data collected will not be identifiable.
* Please tick when you have read and understood the above information and are
willing to give your consent to participate in this study.



__________________________

__________________________

Participant’s signature

Investigator’s signature

__________________________

__________________________

Participant’s printed name

Investigator’s printed name
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Date: _____________________
Researcher’s name: TSE Man Kei
Researcher‘s position: MPhil student
Researcher Affiliation: Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
Researcher Name/s: Dr Simon Y. W. Li
Researcher Title / Position: Assistant Professor
Researcher Affiliation: Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
Research’s name: CHIU Tsz Hin
Researcher’s position: Resident trainee
Researcher Affiliation: Department of Anaesthesia and intensive care, TMH
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(C2) Demographic questionnaire
Please fill in the blanks on the following questions.
1. How many months/years of experience do you have in anaesthetic
management training?
________________
2. How many months/years of experience do you have in using AIMS?
_______________
3. How many months/years of experience do you have in using handwritten
anaesthesia record?
_______________
4. How many months/years of experience do you have in receiving official
module training on amputation procedure?
_______________
5. How many months/years of experience do you have in actually doing the
amputation surgery?
______________
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(C3) NASA-TLX paired comparison
INSTRUCTIONS: NASA- Task Load Index comprises six dimensions of mental
workload:mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort
and frustration level. Please read the description of six dimensions in the table below.

Dimensions
Mental demand

Description
How much mental and perceptual activity was
required (e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking, searching, etc)? Was the
task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?

Physical demand

How much physical activity was required (e.g.
pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating,
etc)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or
brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

Temporal demand

How much time pressure did you feel due to the
rate of pace at which the tasks or task elements
occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid
and frantic?

Performance

How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set by the
experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were
you with your performance in accomplishing these
goals?

Effort

How hard did you have to work (mentally and
physically) to accomplish your level of
performance?
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Frustration

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and
annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed
and complacent did you feel during the task?
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Below are 15 pairs of comparison between two of the dimensions. In each of the
paired comparison. Please decide which dimension is more important contributor
to workload for the task and circle it



1

Temporal demand

or

Frustration

2

Performance

or

Frustration

3

Mental demand

or

Temporal demand

4

Effort

or

Frustration

5

Temporal demand

or

Effort

6

Mental demand

or

Frustration

7

Mental demand

or

Performance

8

Performance

or

Effort

9

Physical demand

or

Frustration

10

Physical demand

or

Effort

11

Mental demand

or

Physical demand

12

Physical demand

or

Temporal demand

13

Temporal demand

or

Performance

14

Mental demand

or

Effort

15

Physical demand

or

Performance
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(C4) NASA-TLX rating questionnaire
Please put a cross “X” at the point that best indicates your experience of the task
you just performed.
Mental demand
How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
forgiving or exacting?

100
0
Very High
Very Low

Physical demand
How much physical activity was required (e.g., pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)?
Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

100
0
Very High
Very Low

Temporal demand
How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate of pace at which the tasks or task elements
occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?

100
0
Very High
Very Low

Performance
How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the tasks? How satisfied were
you with your performance in accomplishing these goals?

0
100
Failure
Perfect
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Effort
How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of performance?

0

100

Very Low

Very High

Frustration level
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed,
and complacent did you feel during the task?

0
100
Very Low
Very High
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(C5) Debrief sheet
Handwritten record keeping and automated record keeping
Thank you for taking part in this simulated study. Your participation in
simulation has contributed to research that examine the effect of anaesthesia record
keeping on anaesthetists’ performance.
The intraoperative anaesthetic record enables Anaesthetists to manage the case
by showing the patient’s progress throughout the operation. In the past, Anaesthetists
kept anaesthesia record by writing down the vital signs of patients on handwritten
paper record. Starting from 1970s, Anaesthesia Information Management System
(AIMS) is used to provide an automated and real–time anaesthesia record on patients.
Anaesthetists are not required to carry out manual recording anymore. While AIMS is
being widely adopted in recent years, however, its impact on human performance is
under debate. AIMS has been blamed for impairing Anaesthetists’ vigilance because
it removes Anaesthetists from an active data-logging process (handwritten record
keeping) and shift them to perform a passive supervisory task (Weinger et al ,1997).
In collaboration with Tuen Mun Hospital, the current study uses a simulationbased experiment to compare the effect of AIMS with traditional handwritten
recording keeping on Anaesthetists’ performance in terms of their levels of vigilance,
situation awareness and mental workload. The finding of the study will contribute to
the anaesthetic field in Hong Kong by providing an evaluation on AIMS from a human
factors perspective.
If you would like to know more about the outcome of the study in whichyou have
participated, you can contact Miss TSE Man Kei, and she will send you an abstract of
the study and findings when they become available.
TSE Man Kei
mankeitse@ln.hk
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Appendix D: Materials used in Study 1 (for experimenters)
(D1) Vigilance and SPAM record Sheet I
Timestamp

Assessment

Accept duration

Response
duration

Pre-incident period
03:00

SA

05:30

Vigilance

07:00

SA

09:00

Vigilance

10:00

SA
Incident period

17:00

SA

21:00

Vigilance

22:00

SA

27:00

Vigilance

30:00

SA
Post-incident period

37:00

Vigilance

38:00

SA

40:00

SA

41:00

Vigilance

43:00

SA

1) Accept duration: start stopwatch when the phone start ringing
and stop when participants pick up the call
2) Response duration:
(SA) start stopwatch when experimenter finish asking query and
stop when participants start answering query
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(D2) Vigilance and SPAM record Sheet II
Timestamp

Assessment

SA response
Pre-incident period

03:00

SA

05:30

Vigilance

07:00

SA

09:00

Vigilance

10:00

SA
Incident period

17:00

SA

21:00

Vigilance

22:00

SA

27:00

Vigilance

30:00

SA
Post-incident period



37:00

Vigilance

38:00

SA

40:00

SA

41:00

Vigilance

43:00

SA
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Hit?

(D3) Percentage completeness of anaesthesia record checklist
INSTRUCTION: Items on the checklist were assessed for completeness and graded
one if complete, zero if absent, and 0.5 if incompletely recorded.The primary
outcome measure was reported as a percentage completion
PS06 document (2001), ‘‘Recommendations on the Recording of an Episode of
Anaesthesia Care’’,the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists
(ANZCA)A
1. Full details of anaesthetic technique: The full details of the anaesthetic
technique used, whether general, regional or sedation with monitored anaesthesia
care.
2. Size and type of airway used: The size and type of any artificial airway used, a
description of any airway problems encountered and the method of their solution.
3. Position of patient: The position of the patient during the procedure and, where
appropriate, any protective measures employed.
4. Site of intravenous cannula
5. Size of intravenous cannula
6. Volume of fluids infused
7. Nature of fluids infused
8. Central and arterial access
9. Intravenous drugs listed
10.Gas documented
11.Estimated blood and fluid loss
12.Time:The time of significant anaesthesia and operative events, observations and
interventions including administration of drugs.
13.Pulse oximetry
14.Temperature
15.Heart rate
16.End-tidal CO2
17.Blood pressure
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Participant ID ___________________
Condition: ____________________
Please tick in the approximate box.
Items

0=

0.5=

1=

Absent

Incomplete

complete

1. Full details of anaesthetic technique
2. Size and type of airway used
3. Position of patient:
4. Site of intravenous cannula
5. Size of intravenous cannula
6. Volume of fluids infused
7. Nature of fluids infused
8. Central and arterial access
9. Intravenous drugs listed
10.Gas documented
11.Estimated blood and fluid loss
12.Time
13.Pulse oximetry
14.Temperature
15.Heart rate
16.End-tidal CO2
17.Blood pressure
Percentage completion: ____________
Remarks:
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Appendix E: Materials used in Study 1 (for confederate)
(E1) Sim-man familiarization script
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(E2) Handover script
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(E3) Action script for scrub nurse
Reminder:
a. Simulate the suction sound (~ 3seconds) at the vigilance point
b. Transfer the required volume (~500 ml) of blood into the suction bottle
c. If participants ask you how much water you have been used, you can answer
___100___ml
d. Make around 3-4 piece of bloody gauze
e. During the simulation, you can talk with surgical team except for the vigilance
assessment points and tourniquet deflation (05:30, 09:00, 20:00, 21:00, 27:00.
37:00, 41:00). The conservation should be trivial and avoid being attention
grabbing.

Phase

Simulation

Timestamp

Action/ script

Simulate the 1st suction tubing sound (with

5min 30s

water)
Simulate the 2nd suction tubing sound (with

9 min

water)
21 min

Simulate the 3rd suction tubing sound (with
blood)

27min

Simulate the 4th suction tubing sound (with

(Bleeding)

blood)

30 min

Place the fake gauze

37min

Simulate the 5th suction tubing sound (with
water)

41 min

Simulate the 6th suction tubing sound (with
water)
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(E4) Action script for surgeon
Reminder:
a. Say “i tourniquet” at 20:00 ( Tourniquet deflation)
b. Make around 3-4 piece of bloody gauze
c. During the simulation, you can talk with surgical team except for the vigilance
assessment points and tourniquet deflation (05:30, 09:00, 20:00, 21:00, 27:00.
37:00, 41:00). The conservation should be trivial and avoid being attention
grabbing.
(E5) Action script for runner nurse
a) 11:00
- Surgeon will drop a metal equipment on the floor, please help him to pick up
b) 20:00
- Confirm whether the tourniquet is off.
- after surgeon saying “i tourniquet”. You can say “tourniquet off S”.
c) 39:00
- the phone in OT will ring, please pick up the call and say
“ I8 %º É[`fZK: 9ËK: 7®n 88 ”
d) If the participant wants to take a blood sample in hemocue, he/she will give you a
syringe, you should tell him/her that the Hitix & ABG results in hemocue is 9.
e) Surgeon and scrub nurse will make 3-4 piece of gauze, you can hang them on the
frame
f) During the simulation, you can talk with surgical team except for the vigilance
assessment points and tourniquet deflation (05:30, 09:00, 20:00, 21:00, 27:00.
37:00, 41:00). The conservation should be trivial and avoid being attention
grabbing.
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(E6) Vital signs script
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